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ABSTHACT 
Remote sensing of agricultural croplands has been 
experimentally applied to the estimation of regional crop 
production statistics. Increasing accuracy and timeliness of 
the crop acreage component by remote sensing appears to be a 
major source of benefits from the new technology. Extending 
the crop survey application from small experimental regions to 
state and national levels requires that a sample of agricul-
tural fields be chosen for remote sensing of crop acreage, and 
that a statistical estimate be formulated with measurable char-
acteristics. The critical requirements for the success of the 
application are reviewed in this report. The problem of 
sampling in the presence of cloud cover is discussed. Integra-
tion of remotely sensed information about crops into current 
agricultural crop forecasting systems is treated on the basis 
of the USDA multiple frame survey concepts, with an assumed 
addition of a new frame derived from remote sensing. Evolution 
of a crop forecasting system which utilizes LANDSAT and future 
remote sensing systems is projected for the 1975-1990 time 
frame in this preliminary study. 
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1. ISSUES 
1.1 Introduction 
In repeated experiments, investigators have success-
fully applied LANDSAT multi-spectral digital data to the clas-
sification of crop acreage in various narrowly defined agri-
cultural land areas. The idea that this application of LAND-
SAT holds promise for inventorying crop production on a large 
scale gained increasing support over the past several years. 
At present the Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) is 
testing this idea on a continental scale with the goal of a 90% 
accurate crop production estimate at the 90% confidence level 
for selected major crops. In order to pass from experimental 
verification to an operational crop survey system incorporating 
the use of LANDSAT multi-spectral scanner (r-1SS) digital data, it 
is essential to plan the linkage of these data with other crop 
data currently available from the US Department of Agriculture 
(USDA) crop surveys, and with meteorological data for processing 
yield estimates. The purpose of this report is to examine the 
requirements for integrating LANDSAT data into USDA crop surveys 
to further the aim of achieving an improved crop survey system. 
Reviewing the investigations completed to date, we 
find that only the acreage measurement component of crop pro-
duction estimates has been adequately developed in LANDSAT ex-
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periments to date, to permit system design consideration for 
the integration of satellite and ground data to full-scale crop 
inventories. Accordingly, the main part of this discussion is 
limited to crop acreage measurements. 
An open question is: Can LAN D SA'I' data be used inde-
pendently of USDA crop survey data to prepare national and 
state-level crop acreage estimates with acceptable accuracy? 
While this question is an issue of many ERTS investigations and 
experiments, the development of an improved USDA crop survey 
based upon satellite data integrated into a crop survey system 
would, in any case, be a necessary step in a well planned de-
velopment program of the LANDSAT crop survey application. Thus, 
this report addresses the task of integrating LANDSAT data into 
the existing USDA crop surveys. Other tasks relating LANDSAT 
agricultural applications to more distant goals, including in-
dependent yield estimation from satellite data and/or global 
crop surveys, are also discussed briefly. However, it is not 
possible here to do more than indicate feasible scenarios for 
this later stage of developing a comprehensive 'VlOrldwide satel-
lite capability in agricultural surveys. 
1.2 Sampling Strategy 
While LANDSAT observations might ultimately cover 
most of the surface ot the earth as the satellite sweeps through 
its 18-day cycle, the use of a complete census of agricultural 
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areas in crop inventories would be unnecessarily expensive. 
The objectives of a crop survey are: 
• to provide timely and accurate data on crop plant-
ing, growth and harvesting 
• to permit statistical estimates of crop production 
to be made within acceptable confidence limits. 
Satisfying these objectives subsequently yields economic 
benefits through the publication of crop reports containing 
crop data and production estimates (or forecasts). It 
follows that a cost-effective approach to the LANDSAT crop 
survey application requires sampling the total crop area -
or equivalently selecting sample segments from the agri-
cultural land area observed by LANDSAT - for subsequent· 
processing into crop acreage and yield information. 
USDA crop surveys use two basic kinds of samples 
in the current Statistical Reporting Service (SRS) procedures 
for collecting crop data. One, a probability sample, is 
based on area segments selected from aerial photographs of 
the farmlands. Complete and objective crop data are obtained 
within the sampled segments by enumerators. The other kind, 
a non-probability sample, is obtained by mailing questionnaires 
to farmers on a carefully ccmpiled list at certain fixed 
times of year. Those farmers on the list who do respond, 
supply much detailed and valuable crop and livestock 
information - which, however, cannot be checked, and thus is 
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more or less subjective. The total sampling is believed. to 
represent 0.6% of the farmlands (by area) in the United States. 
Thus sampling error - the statistical variation between differ-
ent samples - is a major contribution to the total error in the 
final estimates of crop production. 
LANDSAT coverage of croplands is so extensive that 
the sampled area could, in principle, be extended to almost any 
desired fraction of the total area. In practice however, there 
are important considerations which limit this area fraction to 
some figure less than 100%, although substantially larger than 
0.6%: 
. 
G The presence of cloud cover reduces the sample 
size obtained in any particular timespan by 
LANDSAT. 
o The processing costs per LANDSAT frame are 
likely to be high, at least for early 
systems, so that the total acreage sampled 
must be kept to a modest level. 
o The recommended approach toward development of the 
LANDSAT crop survey capability is evolutionary. 
Adjustments and refinements are easier to perform 
on smaller scal~ systems. 
The design of the sample must be prepared by statis-
ticians for efficient estimation of crop acreage within target-
ed confidence limits. In cases of mixed agricultural areas, 
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multicrop sample design is preferrable for reasons of efficiency. 
The sample should be stratified, with strata cho~en to repre-
sent known intensities of agricultural activity and convenient 
political boundaries as with the USDA crop reporting districts 
. 
(CRD's). Provision must be made for the rejection of sample 
segments after data acquisition, either because the cloud cover 
obscures essential data such as training sit~s, or because 
there. are system-caused data losses in the segments. Then re-
sampling these segments, or adjustment of the weights used for 
the surviving sample s~gment·s in the estimation formula will 
be required. 
Statistical estimation of crop acreage from the sample 
requires "expansion" of the crop acreage measured in the sample 
segments containing the crop to the regional, state or national 
reporting level. Inferences made along scientific lines carry 
a known confidence I and thus are useful· for resource managers 
seeking information about the crop. The final statistical es-
timate of crop acreage should supply reliable, accurate informa-
tion to be integrated with other crop survey data at the appro-
priate level for the publication of crop produc'cion reports. 
Sources of statistical variability in NSS data 
obtained by LANDSAT* include the time of year, the degree of 
cloudiness, the crop planting schedule, and the sample design. 
*Assuming continuation of the present sun-synchro-
nous orbit, sun angle is not n significant source of varia-
bility at a particular time of year. 
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In development of the crop classification and acreage mensura-
tion techniques, there are many statistical inference problems 
to be solved. These problems are conceptually distinct from 
the subject of this section which concerns the design of'an 
area sample for selected crops and the estimation of regional, 
state or u.s. crop acreage from t:he sample. l'lev'ertheless! due 
to the complex nature of the data analysis, it may be found 
conve~ient to combine statistical inference problems at all 
levels from the pixel to the final large area estimate. This 
approach is not in any way precluded by the discussions of this 
section. There is, on the other hand, no necessity to attempt 
the linkage at this time. 
1.3 Evolutionary Approaches 
One approach to the development pf a new technology 
application such as remote sensing of agricultural crops is to 
implement parallel systems" (of crop forecasting) with the 
intention of phasing out the less efficient system as soon as 
possible. Another approach, which we recommend here, is to 
use the new technology in conjunction \'lith the existing system, 
effecting a gradual integration of ne\'1 and old data collection 
and analytic techniques. 
There is, at present, insufficient experience in ap-
plying LANDSAT data to crop surveys for an integrated satellite-
aircraft-ground truth crop inventory system to be fully and ac-
6~rately specified. Yet the positive evidence accumulated to 
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date allows for a reasonable expectation that the LACIE and 
principal investigator results will lead to a first-generation 
operational crop acreage estimation system, at least for some 
crops and some geographic regions. The successful integration 
of the LANDSAT crop information into existing USDA/SRS pro-
cedures, requires that the system development should proceed 
in an ~volutionary manner in Gpite of some apparently revolu-
tionary aspects of the LANDSAT capability in agriculture. 
The use of LANDSAT data to estimate leaf area index (LAI) 
or other yield correlatives may become significant one day, 
and thus be acceptable as a useful addition to the existing 
USDA yield measurement programs. But so long as the degree 
of correlation is still very weak, it is necessary to continue 
using the existing methods without modification, while at the 
same time implementing LANDSAT-based changes in the acreage 
measurement programs. 
In order to achieve a fundamental change in agricul-
tural crop reporting accuracy and comprehensiveness, it will un-
doubtedly be important to achieve a meaningful articulation be-
tween LANDSAT measurements of crop acreage and USDA/SRS data 
handling. This imposes, at the very least, a requirement for 
a LANDSAT acreage reporting format which can be directly uti-
lized by SRS together with its other multiple-frame area 
surveys. Timing of reports will also have to be considered. 
. . 
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The evolutionary approach to the subject provides for incremen-
tal steps to be taken which supply new crop survey information 
·to SRS only after thorough testing and demonstration of the reli-
ability of that information, and after agreement has been 
,reached with SRS regarding the format of the information. 
1.4 Economic Issues 
It has been determined by detailed economic analysis 
that substantial benefits could be obtained by u.s. food consum-
ers as a result of improvemen~s in crop production forecast 
accuracy. The specific magnitude of the benefits has been ob-
tained in a concurrent ECON study* as a function of three para-
meters of the total information system: the planted acreage 
estimation accuracy, the frequency of measurement of planted 
acreage and the data lag between the time of the measurement 
and the issuance of a productio~. (forecast) report. Clearly, 
the values that these parameters take on are a function of 
both the satellite system and the ground processing system. 
U1easurement of the yield component of production is assumed 
to continue at the current degree of accuracy.) The magnitude 
of the disbenefits associated with errors in current USDA 
crop production forecasts are estimated to be $211 million for 
wheat and $40 million for soybeans annually.' Hence, even small 
*The Value of Domestic Production Information in Con-
sumption Rate Determination for Wheat, Soybeans, and Small Grains, 
ECON, Inc., Report No. 75-127-3, Princeton, N:J., August 31, 1975. 
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improvements in these forecasts could provide sufficient bene-
fits to justify development of the new space-based capabilities 
required. 
The proposed application of LANDSAT agricultural crop 
surveys requires implementation on a national (for u.S. Crops) 
and, .perhaps, worldwide scale. The benefits estimated do not 
accrue if the results of the application are not integrated into 
a crop production reporting and disseminat2d 0n a non-discrim-
inatory basis. Inasmuch as the application of LANDSAT data 
provides reliable acreage estimates only (at least initially -
~ood yield estima~es may follow later) there is no economic 
,. 
basis at present for considering dis~ribution of the LANDSAT 
data other than through a statistical reporting service which 
has the necessary capability to inteqrate LANDSAT data with the 
other elements of crop production estimates in order to obtain 
improved production estimates and forecasts. 
In addition to the benefits associated with improved 
crop production estimates and forecasts obtained on a national 
scale, additional benefits would result from the dissemination 
of local and regional statistics, for example, at the state or 
counti levels. Provisions for this secondary distribution can 
also be made through the statistical reporting service respon-
sible for the national statistics as much of the necessary 
machinery already exists for cooperation between the various 
concerned agricultural. agencies. The development of marketable 
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information products from the crop survey application can rea-
sonably be anticipated at present and is, of course, an import-
ant economic. issue; however, until the development of practical 
LANDSAT data processing techniques is further along and ,such 
products forthcoming, ,~e envision that the new information would 
be used mainly by governmental agencies responsible for assess-
ing crop production quantities and crop conditions. To wait 
for the growth of private enterprises to process LANDSAT data 
into marketable products might entail considerable loss of time, 
during which benefits from a LANDSAT capability in agriculture 
could have been realized through the public sector. On the 
other hand, the growth of a market for specialized information 
products and services derived from satellite images oi agricul-
tural crop and rangeland may be expected to occur concurrently 
with the improvement of the national and state crop production 
estimates and this market ~ill undoubtedly be served partly 
or wholly by private enterprises under the existing system for 
the distribution and pricing of LANDSAT data. 
The above issues notwithstanding, the major economic 
issue concerning the implementation of LANDSAT data into crop 
production estimates and forecasts deals with the present un-
certainty in the technical capability that a LANDSAT type 
satellite-based system might offer and what computational (auto-
matic) and manual treatment of the data are necessary to achieve 
this capability. To be sure, the implementation of LANDSAT data 
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into a crop production estimation and forecasting system is still 
very much a topic of, research, despite the fact that some rather 
definitive statements might presently be made regarding the in-
terim, if not the ultimate, system capability. Thus, tlie problem 
of an implementation schedule becomes quite important. Should 
a'system of lower capabili ty be implemented early as opposed to 
a system of higher capability delayed in time? To what extent 
should the system rely on manual versus automatic processing vis 
a vis area coverage, data lag and flexibility for system growth? 
Should the initial capability be optimized, for example, to pro-
duce the maximum net economic benefit or should the system be 
designed merely to meet certain institutional goals while allow-
ing for added freedom of growth? A substantial policy analysis 
should be addressed to the potential implementation scenarios. 
This analysis should include a detailed cost and capability 
analysis of the alternatives and an analysis of the risks assoc-
iated with each alternative. The remainder of this report sets 
the stage for such a study. 
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2. THE INTERFACE BETWEEN LANDSAT AND USDA/SRS 
2.1 The Interface in 1975 - 1980 
From the multiplicity of uses of LANDSAT imagery 
reported in the scientific literature, there would appear to be 
a bewildering array of choices for the organization of the crop 
survey applications. However, there are pertinent facts con-
cerning the economics of the applications which narrow the 
field of choice. In order to develop the applications in eco-
nomically viable ways, there are several prerequisites that must 
be satisfied. We consider the primary requirements to be: 
GI The su:rvey should measure economically important 
aspects of agriculture, such as crop production 
for a major crop at state or national levels. 
c The results of the survey should be available to 
all interested users in the agricultural community 
in a timely fashion. 
I) The format of the information developed from LAND-
SAT data should be acceptable to the users, which 
implies that the presentation should be relatively 
effortless to interpret . 
• The processing of LANDSAT data should be done ef-
ficiently to avoid excessive costs or delays. 
o The sta'tistical nature of crop survey information 
requires a scientific application of statistical 
techniques to ensure accuracy and high confidence 
in the information. 
2-1 
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Within the guidelines of these constraining con-
sideratio~s, the major choices for the crop survey applications 
appear to be encompassed within the following questions: 
1. Which crops to survey? 
2. Which geographic areas to cover and how complete 
does each coverage need to be? 
3. What are the crop measurements (statistics) to 
derive from LANDSAT data? 
4. Who are the end users of the processed results? 
5. To what extent should the applications be locked 
in to existing institutional procedures for pub-
lishing agricultural information? 
For the purposes of this preliminary study of the integration of 
LANDSAT applications with USDA/SRS procedures, the scope of our 
inquiry is further narrowed to an examination of the data handling 
and statistical problems under the following assumptions: 
o The responsible user agency will receive computer 
compatible tapes of geometrically and radiometrically 
corrected LANDSAT data, or that agency will have in-
house capability to perform these preprocessing 
corrections. 
• The agricultural community will receive Lmproved crop 
production estimates and forecasts as a result of the 
use of LANDSAT data in the crop surveys. 
• The use of LANDSAT data for the crop surveys will be 
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efficiently organized, so as to avoid unnec2ssary errors 
of interpretation, delays and costs in. processing the 
data, and to facilitate the achievement of the desired 
goals in the improvement of crop production forecasting. 
The interface can now be characterized through 
an analysis of USDA/SRS crop production estimation procedures, 
together with a review of results of principal investigations 
using LANDSAT data to classify and measure crop statistics. 
The crop production estimate is a product of two components: 
acreage harvested and yield per acre. These are sampled, mea-
sured and estimated in separate programs by SRS. 
IIlost likely, early systems will be built to obtain 
improvements in crop acreage estimates until such time as crop 
yield estimation can be significantly enhanced through remote 
sensing of the crop. We will review the interface issue under 
acreage and yield headings separately. 
2.1.1 Acreage Interface 
The Agriculture Handbook No. 365* published by USDA 
refers to the acreage estimates in the following terms: 
"In general, the progression of acreage estimates 
is from prospective plantings to acreage intended 
for harvest to ac~eage actually harvested. Most 
spring-sown field crops follow this sequence: (1) 
*"Major Statistical Series of the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture," Vol. 8, May 1971. 
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acreage intended for planting as of March 1, re-
leased about mid-Marchi (2) acreage planted and 
acreage for harvest, released with the midsummer 
report; and (3) acreage planted anJ harvested, 
released in the December Annual Crop Production 
Summary. FalJ.-sown rye and winter wheat depart 
from this sequence, with seeded acreage estimated 
in December of the year preceding harvest, and 
winter wheat acreage for harvest in May of the 
next year." 
"The total harvested acreage of many crops is brok-
en down into utilization groups. For example, al-
though the major use of corn and sorghum is for 
grain, separate estimates are also made for the 
acreage harvested for silage and for forage, in-
cluding acreage grazed or hogged." 
HIn general, acreage estimates are based on two 
types of information: (1) acreage data for a 
given crop season, obtained from the quinquennial 
census of agriculture, state farm censuses, or some 
other complete or nearly complete enumeration; and 
(2) indicated acreages obtained by questionaires 
from samples of farms or processing p1ants~ 
"Major national surveys to collect data on acreages 
of field crops and some seeds and vegetables are 
conducted annually around March 1, June 1, and 
during the fall. The March survey is in large 
measure a nonprobabi1ity mail survey, whereas the 
June and fall surveys are based upon both mail and 
probability samples. Acreage utilization and pro-
duction data are also obtained for a number of 
major crops on the fall survey." 
From our point of view, an important feature of the 
ESDA/SRS methodooogy is the use of multiple-frame sampling. 
Part of the sample used to prepare crop acreage estimates for 
major crops is obtained from the list frame, the other part 
from an area frame. The latter is a probability sample, while 
the former is not. There are some farms which are unavoidably 
included in both frames. Provided that the overlap portion is 
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identified this does not cause any problems of estimation. The 
expansion of the overlap portion of the sample must be under-
taken separately to give the proper weights to these units. In 
addition to being multiple-frame, the survey design is at the 
same time stratified. The stratification is obtained by di-
viding each state into strata according to intensity of agri-
culture; then each stratum is futher subdivided into sampling 
units of variable size (about one square mile for very intensely 
cultivated land). 
USDA uses aerial photography to construct area 
frames. The photographs are updated on approximately a 5-year 
cycle. Recently, the use of LANDSAT data has been proposed 
in the framing of the area sample.* Clear delineation of bound-
aries of fields is necessary in constructing the area frame so 
that enumerators can identify these fields on the ground cor-
rectly. The USDA evaluation of this application of remote 
sensing is expressed in "Scope and Methods of the Statistical 
Reporting Service," Miscellaneous Publication No. 1308. 
It is evident from the work of principal inves-
tigators in the agricultural crop survey applications area 
that LANDSAT data can be used to construct independent acreage 
estimates for some crops, such as winter wheat, give~ the 
necessary amount of "training" data for the correct identification 
*Crop Identification and Acreage Measurement utiliz-
ing ERTS Imagery, William H. Wigton and Donald H. Von Steen in: 
Third ERTS-l Symposium (Dec. 1973) pp. 87-92. 
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of the crop by the classifier system. Further research on the 
classification of agricultural crop areas from LANDSAT data is 
progressing, and it is not unreasonable to expect that the 
capability to classify most of the major crops correctly from 
cloud-free LANDSAT frames will be proven in the near future. 
This capability might require repeated "looks" at the crop-
growing area to achieve an acceptable level of crop classifi-
cation accuracy. The use of spectral signatures to classify 
crops and pixel counts to mensurate crop acreage is clearly a 
different technology when compared with the current USDA pro-
gram for acreage estimation. In what way can this new techno-
logy be used most cost-effectively to supplement and improve 
the USDA acreage estimates? The interface, as it can be de-
fined today, is bounded on the one side by the statutory re-
quirements for the Crop Reporting Board to report timely and 
accurate crop production figures at specified times within a 
limited budget; on the other hand by the uncertainties and un-
resolved issues concerning the application of remote sensing 
techniques using LANDSAT data to large area crop inventorying. 
In the research envir6nment, where timeliness is not 
a major factor, high accuracies have been reported for LANDSAT-
based independent crop acreage estimates within narrowly defined 
limits of cartographic area and time of year.* These findings 
*See, for example, Agricultural Inventory Capabili-
ties of Machine Processed LANDSAT Digital Data by Dietrick, 
Egbert and Fries at NASA Earth Resources Survey Symposium, 
June 1975 (Houston). 
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relate to few crops and are not yet extended to statewide or 
nptional crop acreage estimates. Whether it is feasible to do 
s6 with the existing technology is still an open question. The 
promising aspects of the LANDSAT application appear to reside in 
t.he following points: 
• LANDSAT possesses the capability to supply multi-
spectral images of a very large agricultural area 
in a short span of time. 
• LANDSAT data are objective. 
• LANDSAT data are usually current, within the crop 
cycle of the year of study, subject to cloud-free 
scen~s being obtained. 
• LANDSAT images will be most likely amenable to 
automatic interpretation and, through advanced 
processing techniques, will most likely generate 
cropacreage estimates of high accuracy within 'a 
short timespan after data acquisition. 
All of these considerations provide justification 
for an intensive effort to do research and develop cost-ef-
fective techniques for using LANDSAT data in the crop acreage 
estimation program of the United states, either through direct 
utilization by USDA or by another Federal agency acting in 
concert with USDA. The interface itself can be more sharply 
defined only by pursuing such investigations. A valuable 
beginning is found in the LACIE effort, which will undoubtedly 
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reveal further promising achievements and, perhaps, also limita-
tions to the scope of LANDSAT applications to crop surveys. 
2.1.2 Yield Integration 
The USDA yield program is described briefly as 
follows by the Agriculture Handbook No. 365: * 
YIELD AND PRODUCTION 
"yield refers to production per acre measured 
in units such as pounds, bushels, hundredweight, and 
so on, whereas production relates to total units pro-
duced. Forecasts and estimates of yields and quan-
tities produced for crops are usually provided as of 
the first of each month during t:le growing season. 
The preponderance of the forecasts and estimates 
fall within the period July 1 to December 1, but for 
crops not in season during this period, primarily 
vegetables, estimates are timed appropriately." 
"Forecasts and estimates are two dis·tinct con-
cepts. Forecasts refer explicitly to expectations 
of what is likely to be accomplished at some time in 
the future, such as-a prediction of the yIeld or pro-
duction of an immature crop. Estimates generally 
refer to a measure of accomplished fact, such as crop 
production at or after harvesttime." 
"It should be clearly understood that a forecast 
is a statement or report of the prospective yield or 
production, on the basis of known facts on a given 
date, assuming' 'weather conditions and damage from in-
sects or other pests during the remainder of the grow-
ing season will be about the saple as the average of 
previous years. Potential based on current conditions 
may be appraised accurately, but if weather or other 
conditions change, the actual outturn may differ some-
what from the forecast. As a crop develops, crop 
reporters periodically submit appraisals of probable 
yield or production on their farms and in their 
localltles, and the averages of these reported data 
are translated into forecasts by the Crop Repo:"ting 
Board." 
"Monthly forecasts and end-of-year estimates for 
several crops in many States are also based on objec-
*"Major Statistical Series of the u.S. Department 
of Agriculture," Vol. 8, May 1971. 
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tive yield survey data. In the objective yield sur-
veys, trained enumerators visit selected fields and 
orchards chosen on a probability basis to make counts 
and measurements of plants and fruit characteristics 
on small plots located in sample fields or in sample 
trees. This is done during the growing season for 
indications of the probable final yield when the crop 
is mature and harvested. At harvest time actual 
yields in the sample plots are measured, and sample 
plots are gleaned after harvest to measure harvesting 
losses. From these sample results, forecasts and 
act:ual yields are computed along with sampling er-
rors and these are made available to the Crop Report-
ing Board for making estimates. 1I 
IIWhen final survey indications and all check 
data for a crop become available, usually some months 
after completion of harvest, the official estimates 
of production are reviewed and revised, if necessary. 
Annual revisions are scheduled in advance and are 
released at essentially the same time every year." 
The determination of the expected yield per acre, 
even for such a widely studied crop as wheat, is a complex and 
difficult task. There are numerous factors affecting plant 
growth, and th~ use of models to obtain regional (state) or 
specific (local) predictions of yield is far from being per-
fected. For a detailed reyiew of the issues we refer to the 
Goddard Task Force on Agricultural Forecasting (GTFAF),* selec-
tions from which are reproduced in the Appendix to this report. 
Some of the difficulties relate to the complexity of the re-
lationship between yield and the crop growth factors. Other 
difficulties are met in the data collection area. Meteorolog-
ical data, already being collected by satellites, can provide 
*The Use of the Earth Resources Technology Satellite 
(ERTS) for Crop P~oduction Forecasts, Draft Final Report, 
Task Fo~ce on Agricultural Forecasting, edited by D.B. Wood, 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, July 24, 1974. 
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some inputs for AGROMET yield determination models (see GTFAF). 
It appears likely that crop stress factors which limit yield 
can be detected* and measured by LANDSAT. Further assistance 
to the yield program may be provided from LANDSAT image~ by 
detection of crop abandonment. According to our literature 
survey, to date no demonstration has been made of a capability 
to measure the yield per acre of a crop from high-altitude 
remote sensing da·ta. Numerous sb:1.dies indicate that valuable 
inputs to yield estimation models may be obtainable from satel-
lites, particularly the weather satellites, but also including 
LANDSAT. For the present purpose, the interface must be 
characterized by those factors, related to yield, which are 
partially or wholly measurable by analysis of LANDSAT data . 
2.2 THE INTERFACE IN 1980-1990 
Anticipating the evolution of a satellite-based 
remote-sensing applications system for crop surveys, in the 
manner described previously (Section 1.3), there is a different 
perspective of the interface. If one postulates an operational 
system for automatic classification of agricultural crops in 
all geographic units of the United States from satellite 
re@otely sensed data, with the concomitant acreage mensuration 
of high accuracy, available on a 24-48-hour basis, the user 
From 
M.A. 
*Wheat: Its Growth and Disease Severity as Deduced 
ERTS-l, E.T. Kanemasu, C.L. Niblett, H. Manges, D. Lenhart, 
Newman in Remote Sensing of Environment ~, 255-260 (1974). 
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agency would be able to use this information to replace 
1 older and less cost-effective survey techniques, as well as 
to derive new information products at the local level. 
While we hesitate to predict which technique!3 might be replaced 
or \.;hich new products created, the conclusion, as far as the 
interface is concerned, must be that such a system could become 
an integral part of the crop surveys after 1980, rather than a 
superficial addition to the multiframe survey system of today. 
Beyond integrating acreage estimation data from 
LANDSAT and successor systems into the crop surveys, there 
remains a host of potential applications which may provide 
early warning information on crop conditions or survey info~ma-
tion on other aspects of agricultural activity. These applica-
tions would need to be handled individually with due consideratio
n 
for user demand and institutional charter, but we will not 
attempt to pursue the topic any further than that. Some of 
them may prove suitable for commercial exploitation; others 
may require new agency arrangements; still others may fit into 
the organizational framework of existing agencies such as 
USDA/SRS. 
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3. CRITICAL REQUIREMEWrS OF THE INTEGRATION 
3.1 Sample Design 
The sample of area segments within the U.S. agri-
cultural lands which are to be registered, classified and 
measured by processing LANDSAT data can be considered as a 
mechanism for selecting a manageable portion of the vast amount 
. of data acquired. Processing of all relevant* data in a timely 
and cost-effective way is an option to be eVdluated. This pro-
vides a census of the agricultural land, but it is not a total 
census in that some areas will be excluded by cloud cover, and 
fields which are too small for the classifier are also lost. 
A scientifically designed statistical sample of the agricultural 
land is an alternative option which is likely to prove cost-
effective. Design criteria of the sample, which should be taken 
into account are: 
(1) the size of the region for which the sample is 
intended: U.S. nation, 48 coterminous states, 
one state, crop reporting district, county, etc., 
(2) the intensity of agricultural activity relating 
to the crops of interest, 
(3) the probability of obtaining a cloud-free LAND-
SAT frame, or sufficient cloud-free area within 
*Obviously data pertaining to cities, mountains, 
lakes, desert~ etc. can be excluded. 
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the frame, 
(4) the number of LANDSAT passes which must be used 
to construct the sample, 
(5) the acceptable level of sampling error, 
(6) the need for training sites for the classifier 
within the sample segments. 
Some of these points, such as (1) and (5), relate to 
objectives of the survey. Others, such as (2) and (3~ relate 
to the physical state of the region and its atmosphere at the 
time of the survey. The remainder, (4) and (6), relate to the 
techniques used for registration, classification and mensuration 
of crop acreages. Each of the issues - survey objectives, phys-
ical state of the environment and mea'surement techniques -
must be resolved fully at the time of survey implementation. 
One of the technical issues to be resolved concerns 
the use of agricultural fields as an integral part of the acre-
age classification and measurement processing of LANDSAT im-
ages. The choice of technique in this area has some bearing 
on sample design since efficient sampling and estimation vJOuld 
require knowledge of field size distribution if fields are used 
as a structural basis for crop classification. The following 
table presents a brief overview of the comparative a~vantages 
of two methods. 
The sample design itself can be undertaken without 
undue difficulty once the major issues outlined above have been 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of Remote Sensing 
Techniques for Crop Classification 
:E'ield Classifier Pixel Classifier 
~------------------------------------+----,------------------------------~ 
Lack of knowledge of field 
size distributions 
Fields are useful for class-
ification of crops in that 
they provide spatial context 
Reduction of database size 
by using fields 
Variations within fields can 
lead to increased mensuration 
error if they are not fully 
accounted. (~.g., small 
ponds, bare patches, etc.) 
Field size distributions 
not needed 
Clustering of contiguous 
pixels can be done to a 
limited extent - some of 
the spatial context is lost 
Simpler structure of a 
"coordinate grid" database 
Classification of isolated 
pixels may cause bias in 
estimates - fractional pixel 
classification is difficult 
"'I " 
~ 
I 
~--,--------------.-.---------------------,~.------------------------------------~ 
resolved. Following accepted survey techniques, one would 
stratify the population with strata defined on the basis of 
known agricultural practices and crop calendars. Each stratum 
would contain, for instance, a geographically contiguous area 
containing a more or less known amount of activity relating to 
the crops of interest. The segments or sample units would be 
selected from within each stratum by one of two standard meth-
ods, sample size proportional to strata size (sampling the 
same fraction of each stratum) or optimal allocation, taking 
into account the variances of the measurements within strata 
and the "cost" of sampling if any differences occur between 
strata. 
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An additional criterion which might be employed in 
the sample design is cloud cover. The samples should be selected 
to increase the probability of obtaining cloud-free samples from 
areas which are frequently obscured by .cloud~, and these samples 
should be weighted to reflect the relative scarcity of cloud-
free conditions. In order to do this it will clearly be neces-
sary to develop database on regional cloud statistics for time 
of year. This issue will be reviewed in the next section of this 
report. 
The total size of the sample will be determined by 
the economics of data acquisition and processing in relation to 
the objectives of the survey. If there is an institutional 
requirement to achieve a predetermined total error level, for 
example if the objectives of the LANDSAT application include 
obtaining a total crop acreage estimation error no larger than 
the currently existing value, then one may control the sampling 
error, ES' in relation to the measurement error, EM' to achieve 
this total error level: 
E :: 
T 
3.2 Missing Data Due to Cloud Cover 
Cloud cover can present a satellite remote-sensing 
applications system with a critical problem. In the case of a 
crop survey using sampling with fixed-area segments on a spec-
ified date, the presence of cloud cover causes loss of signif-
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icant quantities of data, possibly all data on crops within the 
segments. If the sampling is timed to capture LANDSAT images of 
agricultural areas at a particular point of the crop cycle, 
t.his loss may severely reduce the overall quality of the sample. 
The results of crop acreage estimation derived from the sample 
may suffer from two forms of distortion due to cloud cover: 
~ The sample may be biased, due to the unrepresen-
tative nature of the cloud-free portions of the 
sample for which data was actually 'obtained. 
o The samplE: may result in too high a level of 
sampling error due to the effectual reduction 
in sample size by the cloud cover problem. 
If it is possible within the time frame of the sampling pro-· 
cedures, repeat observations on a later date should be obtained 
to minimize these distortions. Otherwise, there are two main 
alternative "safeguards" against distortiop due to cloud cover: 
o A sample using "floating" rather than fixed area 
segments selected from the cloud-free portions of 
the images. 
G A sample that is overdesigned so that a cloud-free 
subsample can be selected as necessary. 
Neither of the alternative safeguards guarantees a 
satisfactory solution 100% of the time, although experience may 
show that one or both of them work well enough to provide sta-
tistically acceptable results. It is also clear that, from 
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LANDSAT survey data alone, crop acreage estimation for the 
smaller geographic units, e.g., counties, can be rendered in-
feasible by cloud cover if the data are narrowly limited in time. 
~·lhenever the delta are obtained from several passes of L"ANDSA'P 
the cloud cover problem is greatly reduced, and it is possible 
to calculate the minimum required number of pas~es to obtain 
a desired confidence level for the crop acreage estimate in 
each geographic unit. The nature of this critical problem is 
therefore one which allows solution only after the techniques 
of crop classification from the LANDSAT data have been formally 
specified. These technique specifications must be either: 
time-insensitive within a wide range of the 
:1; 
crop growth cycle, or 
• based on a sample design which explicitly recog-
nizes the existence and geographical distribution 
of cloud cover at the time the sample is obtained. 
For the latter purpose, a detailed study of cloud statistics 
vlOuld be required on a current basis for the time of year and 
geographic region of interest. The 1969 Study, "Cloud Statistics 
in Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) Mission Planning" 
by Vincent V. Salomonson provides seasonal frequencies of 30% ! 
• or less cloudiness for the contiguous 48 states. Further detail l 
would be required to design cropland samples which recognize 
cloud cover probabilities explicitly. 
i 
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Figure 3.1 Four maps of the united States showing the frequency in percent of 30% 
or less cloudiness at 35 stations and the general locations where the 
probability is > 0.8, 0.5-0.8, and < 0.5 of seeing 30% or less cloudiness 
on at least 2 out of 5 passes during a season. The frequencies shown 
were compiled for the four seasons by Smith and Shafman (1968) and are 
based on ten years of record at each station. 
Source: "Cloud Statistics in ERTS Mission Planning" by V. Sa101110nson, GSFC, 1969 
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3.3 Comparability of Satellite and Ground Su~vey Data 
There are two major differences between remote 
sensing surveys of crops and conventional surveys employed by 
USDA. 
(i) The sampli,ng of farms or fields is based on 
totally different "frames."* 
(ii) The timing of LANDSAT data acquisition is 
significantly different compared with the 
USDA conventional surveys. 
We will deal with each of these separately in this section as 
applied to the estimation of crop acreage. Discussion of inte-
grated yield programs presents far more difficult problems be-
cause of the complexity of the yield prediction models. 
3.3.1 Different Sampling Frames 
In one sense the difference in frames and sampling 
units between a LANDSAT survey of agricultural areas and a con-
ventional enumeration or mail-out survey is no problem because 
the USDA already uses a multiple-frame approach. However, when 
one considers in detail the integration of the LANDSAT and con-
ventional surveys, one is faced with a critical requirement: 
o to statistically combine acreage from the LANDSAT 
*We are not referring to LANDSAT image frames of 100 
n.mi x 100 n.mi, but to the sampling frame which provides an 
operationally useful definition of the population to the statis-
tician who must def-ine the procedure by which samples are to be 
selected from the population. 
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data with acreage from the USDA enumerative 
and mail-out surveys, one must be able to specify 
how the LANDSAT acreage was sampled. 
This requirement is not critical if: 
(1) area segments are cartographically defined as a 
sampling frame, and 
(2) LANDSAT images are registered with respect to 
those segments, and 
(3) a probability sample of the segments is selected 
for crop acreage classification and mensuration. 
In this case, the results of the LANDSA'I' acreage 
survey can be statistically integrated with the 
results of the USDA enumerative surveys and mail-
out surveys using standard techniques - essen-
tially a weighted averaging procedure with the 
weights determined in relation to the standard 
errors of the estimates that are obtained from 
the several sources of information. However, 
if anyone or more of the steps (1) - (3) out-
lined above are not followed, for any reason, 
then integrating the survey results may be 
difficult. 
The estimates of crop acreage which might be obtained I 
1 
independently from LANDSAT data have different statistical 
characteristics from estimates derived by ground surveys. Apart 
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from the classification errors - such as confusion of similar 
crops - and the cloud cover problem, they differ substantially 
with regard to sampling errors. The total error of estimation 
derives from several sources, only one of which is sampling 
error. In USDA crop surveys based on enumeration of crop 
acreages within area segments, the measurement error is very 
low ( 0.5%), while the ::>ampling error is much larger due to 
the small fraction of total area sampled. When LANDSAT data 
are processed for estimation of crop acreages, the measurement 
error becomes a combination of several factors and is likely 
to be larger than USDA enumerative crop surveys. On the other 
hand, the samplins error will be reduced because the fraction 
of croplands sampled can be substantially larger than existing 
surveys. Integration of LANDSAT data with USDA crop survey 
data should be planned to take advantage of one of the main 
virtues of LANDSAT images: their large area coverage. Needless 
to say, the information in independent estimates of crop acreage 
could be used in other ways to: 
o check other survey results, 
e develop new schedules of crop reporting, 
G monitor progress in planting or harvesting. 
From the economic studies of remote sensing satelli>,es it does 
not appear that these other uses would be cost-effective by 
themselves. Once the system is developed for the agricultural 
crop survey mission, however, a list of minor applications 
become incrementally justifiable. 
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3.3.2 Different Timing of Acquisitions of Survey Data 
• The 18-day repeat cycle of each LANDSAT satellite 
permits, in principle, frequent updates of crop acreage esti-
mates when compared with the reporting of crop data currf'ntly 
obtained by USDA. However, there are several factors which in 
practice will reduce the update frequency considerably: 
• classification of crops from LANDSAT images 
with acceptable error levels may require multi-
temporal data, 
• several repeat observations of the same area 
may be needed tu obtain sufficiently cloud-
free scenes, 
o some crops will only be identifiable or distin-
guishable from other crops at a particular time 
of year in LANDSAT images. 
Perhaps the most positive statement that can be 
made about the LANDSAT frequency of data acquisition a·t the 
present time is that it provides an opportunity to obtain some 
crop acreage estimates on a monthly basis at state and perhaps 
even county levels. While these vlOuld not be complete, they 
would ~rovide a new agricultural information service based on 
LANDS1\T images. Whether 0:'" not these monthly regional crop 
~creage estimates would be immediately integrated with USDA/SRS 
preliminary survey results, or held until the completion of the 
~nnual crop survey, they would serve as a basis for improved 
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crop forecasting. The method of improvement would be either 
through independent preparation of new forecasts based on LAND-
SI-iT results, or through integration of those results with USDA 
crop survey data. 
3.4 Uses of Ancillary Data in LANDSAT Applicntions 
to Crop Surveys 
Due to the special nature "of the LANDSAT image 
analysis procedures for classifying crops and mensurating crop 
acreage, there is a need to use considerable ancillary data to 
assist the classifier and to achieve maximum precision in the 
results. There is "(potentially) a critical requirement in 
this matter due to the large amount of current agricultural 
data which the multi-spectral image analysis system would re-
quire. If one employs automatic (computerized) classifica-
tion, which is considered essential for a cost-effective 
operational system, the ancillary data mus"t be organized in a 
computer databank and retrievable by the classification pro-
grams. This will require a sUbstantial amount of coding and 
input of the anclllary crop data to keep the data bank curren"t 
and in general to maintain it in usable form. In summary~ 
the planning and organization of a databank containing up-to-
date agricultural crop information* with data such as local 
planting times will be a critical requirement for the inte-
gration of the LANDSAT crop survey applications with USDA crop 
surveys. 
*See Appendix C for a discussion of the issues concern-
ing the use of cro~ calendars to assist in the task of remote 
sensing identification of crops. 
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4. CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDA'rIONS 
4.1 Conclusions 
The use of LANDSAT in U.S. crop surveys has signi-
ficant potential benefits if the accuracy and timeliness of 
existing crop production estimates can be improved significan-
tly thereby. To achieve the goal, it is necessary that a 
qualified organization should receive the LANDSAT crop survey 
information and integrate it with crop informati6n obtained 
by other methods. So long as LANDSAT supplies only the acre-
age component of a U.S. crop production estimate*, there is 
a substantial body of agricultural data which would be requir-
ed in addition to LANDSAT data. At the present time, only the 
USDA has the independent capability to acquire, process and 
integrate all of these data into a timely and accurate crop re-
port. The development of the remote sensing capability in 
agriculture into a crop reporting system requires expertise far 
beyond the classification and interpretation of LANDSI.l,.T data 
on crop producing areas. We feel that technological improvements 
in crop survey should be pursued in full cooperation with 
USDA and should have full support from existing USDA bureaus 
an~ institutions for preparation of crop reports in order to 
achieve maximum public acceptance and economic usefulness. 
*Production=Acreage x Yield per acre 
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Progress in the development of automatic processing of LANDSAT 
data may lead eventually (say in the 1980's) to an independent, 
stand-alone system for crop reporting. However, even this con-
elusion is doubtful and based only on certain broad assumptions 
. 
about the new technology rather than demonstrating facts. 
In global crop surveys, the situation is more com-
plicated due to 
(1) the incompleteness and inaccuracy of much of the 
existing crop data for foreign countries, and 
(2) the scale of the global survey task; complete 
'. and accurate crop reports for worldwide agri-
culture would require many times as much data 
processing as u.S. crop surveys. 
Integration of LANDSAT data into foreign agricultural surveys 
should be pursued with the cooperation of USDA/FAS, while 
research is in progress to develop successful techniques to 
extract crop acreages and yield indicators from LANDSAT data. 
Obviously, much has to be learned before one can confidently 
predict a global crop survey capability using LANDSAT (or any 
of its successors) as the prime data source. We have concluded 
that ~he integration of satellite and ground data on worldwide 
crop production should be \·ndertaken only after the successful 
demonstration of advanced interpretation techniques for re-
motely sensed data on agricultural areas outside the u.s. and 
Canada. 
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4.2 Specific Recommendations on Integration of Data 
4.2.1 Techniques 
Development of techniques to select, classify and 
Inensurat~ a statistical sample of LANDSAT data on crop produc-
ing areas in the u.S. must be continued. ~xransion of the 
sample results to provide an estimate of the crop production 
for the reporting region - whether that is county, state or 
nation - must be scientifically researched. In addition to 
the geographical considerations of sample design, the problems 
of timing of data and selection are critical, particularly in 
the presence of cloud cover. 
He recommend that NASA should promote research on 
, ' 
the following technical issues relating to the u.S. crop survey 
application of LANDSAT: 
o overcoming cloud-cover problems on the sampling 
of relevant U.S. crop data from the LANDSAT 
data resource, 
e the development and updating of the databank of 
"ancillary" agricultural data (i.e., not remotely 
sensed) is required for automatic processing of 
remotely sensed crop data into meaningful crop 
production estimates, 
G the sampling of LANDSAT data for efficient 
statistical inference on national and regional 
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~ (state and county) crop production - stratified, 
multi-frame samples in relation to variety of 
cropping practice, and time of year are expected 
and 
• the accurate cartographic registration of LANDSAT 
images to allow for easy comparability of the 
LANDSAT intepretive results with existing USDA 
crop survey results. 
Evolutionary Approach to Integration 
We take the position that there are advantages, 
both technical and economic, to an evolutionary staged approach 
-to the integration of LANDSAT crop data into the crop reporting 
system. A possible scenario for this solution is presented for 
illustration of the method: 
Stage IA 
Develop statistical and data processing techniques for using 
LANDSAT data to obtain state and national crop acreage 
figures for a few selected crops in the United States. 
-Stage IB 
Develop crop yield models and associated inputs for yield 
measurement from LANDSAT data. Explore the feasibility of 
obtaining an accurate crop yield measurement system using 
LANDSAT data to provide local crop condition data in each 
crop reporting district (eRD) or other regional subdivision. 
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stage IIA Stage lIB 
Use new 'crop acreage estimates Develop an independent crop 
from LANDSAT together with USDA acreage reporting system for 
crop survey data in an integrated all major crops amenable to 
crop reporting system. remote-sensing classification. 
Stage IlIA 
Develop new agricultural informational services based on daily, 
weekly or monthly regional surveys of crops from LANDSAT data 
e.g., planting progress reports (acreage), harvest progress 
report (acreage), crop stress warnings (yield factor), crop 
condition assessments during growing season (yield factor). 
Stage IIIB 
Develop a new crop survey system integrating fully the satel-
lite data with ground data and replacing older, less cost-
effective survey techniques with satellite remote sensing 
techniques. 
The logical relationship between the stages is 
indicated in Figure 4.1. The branch ending at IlIA describes 
an integrated approach to the use of LANDSAT imagery for crop 
acreage estimation based 01: low accuracy of the L.A-NDS.A.T crop 
survey results. The other branch refers to an independent 
LANDSAT-type system for crop survey based on high accuracy of 
survey results. Stage IB develops inputs to yield prediction 
models and is independent of the acreage developments. 
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Figure 4.1 Logical Relationships between Evolutionary stages 
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APPENDIX JI,. 
THE MEASUREMENT OF THE YIELD COMPONENT* 
The Determinants of Wheat Yield 
'i'his section v/i11 provide ap overv iew of the primary factors which 
.' impact. upon yield. Later in this study we will illustrate v.:hich of these 
factors 
are contained in yield models. 
• 
The factors affecting plant growth are numerous and ,complex and 
thieir affects vary with the grO\vth stag es and the time of pIa nting,. Plant 
physiologists have defined more than a dozen stages in plant gro, .. vth "vhen 
observations and measurements ca'n be made. Most of the literature consu
lted 
in this study reforred to from six to nine stages. Two commonly used keys
 
for wheat growth stages are 
;GrowtIil Stage Growth Stage 
a. Tillering Seedling (emergence) 
h. Early joint Tillerlng (5 or /:. 5 leaves) 
c. Late joint Tillering (> 5. leaves) 
d. Boot Jointing 
e. Heading Boot 
Ie Anthesis Heading (50% of head out) 
g. Berry Flovvering . , 
·h. Milk-Soft Dough Dough 
1. Ripe .I Ripe 
The stages which have been most widely used as growth parameters are 
emergence, heading and ripe. There is considerable Y02ar-to-year variation
 
in the time of occurrence of each grovlth stag'e uS ,,"-:ell as the dcg~"ce of 
- plant develojJn1ent in each stage caused by environmental and strategic 
factors. These, in turn, dc:tem1inc Vdri,) tiCl) in ulU mate w1· eat yield. 
',r 
t 
I 
* Taken from "The Use of the Earth Resources Technology Sate
llite 
for Crop Production Forecasts", Draft Final Report of th.f? 'l'ask F
orce 
on"Agricu1tura1 Forecasting, Goddard Space Flight Center. 
July, 1974 
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Figure 1 depicts the interrela tionships between the various elements 
whIch determinE) ',..,heat yield. The final yield will be determined by both 
growth factors and by factors which cause crop abandonment (i. e., failure 
to harvest the crop). 
Grow'th Factors 
The factors that affect the growth of wheat can be di-
vided into those which are determined by environmental factors 
and those that are related to strategy options available to 
farmers. The environmental influence consists of a number of 
factors including soil characteristics, temperature, moisture, 
light, wind and carbon dioxide. Each of these will now by 
briefly discussed: 
,Soil 
Soil is a physical medium for plant' growth and provides moisture 
and nutrients to crops. On the other hand, it harbors insects and diseases 
which can attack plants. The physical qt:ality of soils which are measured 
by suc~ items as texture, permeability, available '.'later capac~ty, liquid 
limit,' the plasticity index, density I acidity-alkulinity reaction, and chemical 
properties (e, g. I organic carbon percentage, electrical conductivity, calcium 
carbonnte equivalent 'etc.) can impede or facilitate the movement of water and 
certain nutrients such as nitrate and sulfate ions. Because of thier com-
plexity" many of t0e properties of soils and their interactions '.'lit.~ plants have 
not been quantified. However, I it is known that the above-mentioned factors 
affect most of the stages of plant growth and ultimate yield • 
• Temperature 
, Air and soil temperatUres significantly affect wheat at various 
stages of plant grmvth. Seeds wil1 not germinate if the soil temperature is 
below ;400 _45 0 F. Cooler temperatures usualI'y cause slower gr-owth. The 
maturities of various plants are deterr:1ined largely by degree-da~/s. 
,Moisture . , 
Moisture is th~ most commonly discussed environmental factor 
in the Hterature. The amount of soil moisture at seeding time r the seasonality, 
frequency and duration of rainfall during the season as vlell as the total 
sea!;onal amollnt all significantly affect plant devE::!iopment. During the 
growing season, ·plant roots take moisture from the soil and transpire much 
of 1t back to the atmosphere through the le:1Ves. \Vhen soil 80is ture falls 
below the "Jilting point for tbat soil, the plant becomes moistt.!re deficient 
and further develop!.1ent is returded. Decreased yield or plant death could 
follow. \Vater accumuk,ting on the surface of the soil can delay planting 
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ordrownorretard the gro-wth of already planted seeds. Heavy rains on 
90rwiog pIa nts ca n a Iso cause lodging. Lodging cun cause plcJ.nt maturity 
to be delayed, tcJ.kes longer to combine-harvest, and can result in the 
sprouting of kernels that are in c,on tcJ.ct with the ground. ' 
Liqht 
Llgh,t is the catalyst necessary for, the conversion of carbon dioxide' 
and water into sugars, protein and ultimately, yield. Latitude and intensity
 
of sunlight are the primary factors. Latitude affects dlly-length and both 
short-wClvo (sol3.r) and long-v .. e.vo(terrestrial) radiation are correillted with , . 
cloud cover. Rates of photosynthesis depend upon the receipt of visible lig
ht 
and rates of transpiration are affected by the net exchange of radiation by t
he 
crop ca nopy • 
There is little man can do, at the present time, to control 
day-length. However, wheat growers can modify the amount that s
trikes 
each leaf plant by adjusting seeding rate, distance between plant rows 
and distance between plants and by breeding new seed varieties w
ith 
nearly upright leaves in order to minimize shading and maximize 
the 
amount of leaf area exposed to sunlight. 
Wind 
The major effect' of this variable is in causing lodging of wheat plants. 
This could delay ripening and cause problems in harvesting. 
Carbon Dioxide 
This gas is needed by plants to carryon photosynthesis. E~periments 
have shown that in'creasing the atr:l.Osphere's concentration of this gas abov
e 
norma!" levels increases dry matter significantly. Thus, the composition of 
the 
atmos·phere will affect wheat yields. 
include: 
Some methods man could use to modify these environmental factors 
a e .IrrIgation is used to augment natural,precipit'ation. 
The importance of the proper amount of soil moisture 
both before seeding and during grov.'th has been dis-
cusscd above. 
h. Fertilizution - commercial fertilizers supplement soil 
nutrients in more than half the wheut field s. The 
dryer the area, the less fertilizer is used. A defficiency 
,of each of q essential mineral, elerrlents required for 
plant growth results in a speCific change in color andl 
or shupe of the plunt. In general, partial lack of a nutrient 
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causes a plant's, lCC:lVes to turn some shade of yellow and 
results in a shorter plant with lower yield. 
Plantina nractices' include depth of plunting, plant 
. . -
spacing and date O,! planting. Farmers adjust the depth 
of planting according to soil moisture and temperature. 
As a general-rule, the cooler and moister the soil the 
closer to the surfuce the seed is placea in order to 
provide maximum yield. 
Plant spacing affects time of .covering the ground I 
weed incidencE!, available moisture supply and the 
amount of leaf area exposed to sunlight and ultimately 
yIeld. ~esearch and farr:1er experience have provided 
management \'/ith the knowledge to consider these 
factors \·;ith a view tov/ard obtaining the highes t 
possible yields. 
Generally, the earlier the da te of pIa nting of spring 
wheat, the higher the expect~d field. However, this 
is constrained by soil temperature and moisture and the 
probable umount of danger from frost for the emergence 
plants.' Pl2.nting of winter wheat \';ill generally \'vait 
for an adequate level of soil moisture and consider the 
danger of Hessian fly. 
Crop pattern alterations prevent water ~lnd llutrient supplies 
of the soil from being depleted. For example, summer 
fallowing is carried on in order to store up the years 
rainfall and accumula te nitrat~s. 
,d; Herbicides I insecticid2s ar.d nesticldes are us ed to 
control vr'e8ds I insects and diseases. V.,reeds, which 
can diminish plant population an'd cause water deficiency 
can be controlled via herbi.cides and are less of a 
problem than diseases and insects which can cause 
decreased yields or complete crop loss • 
. e. ,New seed varieties are used to take' advantage of 
genetic differences among plants. These genetic 
, differences account for differences in the way in which 
different plants react to env ironmental factors. Thus, 
seed breeders are continua lly deve loping varieties 
with varying characteristics of yield potcmtiu.l, 
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disease resistance, insect resistence, plant height, 
staU~ strength, length of growing season, drought 
resistance leaf conforma tion, root conformution and 
winter hardiness. 
As wIll be seen below, accounting for all these factors simultaneously 
present a serious problem in any analysis of the causes in vuriability of crop 
yields. 
CROP Af3;'\NDONi\,1ENT fACTORS .' ' 
. ' 
Given that one could perfectly mod~l the growth factors I it is sti 11 
necessary to consider those factors 'v'lhich might lead the farmer to fail to 
harvest the crop. These can be patterned into naturul factors which cause 
., the crop to fail and economic factors which influence the far.ncrs. These 
factors include a) drought which, although it is at least partially accounted 
for In consideration of precipitation deserves mention here since i't is such 
a serious p!"oblem in some parts of the world, b) wind, hail, wir.terkill und 
crop disease which are generally difficult to forec2st and not included as 
. explanatory variu::,les in any of the models consulted in tbis study, c) 
Insect damage which might be mitigated by the usc' of pesticides. Note that 
the en·/irc:~:::c:ltcl f:dlureeffects.'produce signific3.nt reductions in the 
:theoretical yield produced 'r5y e:~2'::;ting models and that the occurrence 0: these 
events are po~entially detectable from spa0e. Thus, a drama.tic improvemer.~ 
in yield predl ction could be realized by including these factors in a n over-
all yield model. 
The economic impact on crop abandonment is relatively straight-
forward but is not considered in the yield models, discovered during the 
literature search. The curren,t price of the crop, the cost of harvestir.g the 
. crop and the governn:.ont support in tho form of crop insurance combine to. 
provide trade-off decisions for the farmer. Planting of winter \',1!1eat for 
forage and/or soil protection with the in tention of plowing it under in the 
spring is a fairly wide spr8ad practiCe v,.'hicn if un6cceuntcd fer cou~d lC3d 
to serious bias in estimated yield. In recent times the draP.1atic increases 
In wheat price have in some cases led to a harvesting of crops which were 
orIginally planted for forage purposes. Thus, if forage is consid81'p'r1 in a 
model, a potential for mlsspecifica tion in the other direction exists. 
ANALYTICAL APPROACHES USED IN PREVIOUS STUDIES 
'fhe documents reviewed at this writing \'!ere written for a variety 
of audiences, on a variety of topics, used different techniques of analysis 
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a~d contained differing attitudes and assum;:>tions toward crop yield fore-
casting. Some yield forecasting models were built for the purpose of estimating 
the effects of varia tion of a sing Ie policy variable such as irrigation. OthGr 
models are concerned with determining the relative effects of several dUferen: 
varjQbles th.::.t ~rc knm':n to affect crop yield and thereby understand the 
,structure of tho causative factors lending to crop yield. Still other studir;s 
estim?te a model for the primary purpose of predicting yield. ThG great 
majority of the models studied are concerned niore v;ith effects of individual 
factors and policy determination than they are with forecasting. 
, ' 
The techniques used in previ.ous ~tudies include: 
a. Regression anulysis of local, state and national da ta 
b. Regression analysis of visual quantification of crop 
conditions for specific localities, 
c. Observations of crops under controlled environment 
d. USDA surveys of farmers 
e. Parametric time-series analysis 
f. Estimation of formal production functions. 
REGRr:SSION A]\~r\LYSIS 
Regr~sslon analysis is the technique l!sed most frequently in previol.!s 
studies. In this section \ .... e will discuss the gen8ral types of regression s tucies 
encountered in the literature review and the difficulties encountered in 
these studies which account for so many unsuccessful attempts at fore-
casting crop yield. A more thorough background for thi's discussion appears 
in the reviews of t.ile literature in Appendix F • 
• The Nature of P~ev ious Reores sion Stud ies 
• 
The theory behind most existing models for yield prediction appears 
to' be that air composition and soil fertility exhibit little varia tion from year 
to year by comparison with the considerable fluctuations in:;, ';- temperature ane 
water supply. Positive or negative genetic factors and crop c.t.bandonment 
fa;;tors are rarely explicitly considered, 
Most of the earlier s[udies related wheat yields on a local or st.:lte basis 
to environm~ntal conditions SUCh as inches of preCipitation or average tempe:-a:ure 
of critical months, One basic problem in these models is their irlability to 
account for technological change, especially more recent breakthroughs. A 
typical way of handling this is to use a time trend to represent tec!1nolcgical 
chang e. This assumes some sort of sys tematic cmbodimen t of technology. 
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Another ba sic problem with some of these models is their use of 
seasonal and even monthly averages of some of these vuriubles. A number of 
subsequent phenological and field studies have shovm that there is a graduul 
change of the effect oLweatlwf variubles on crop yield development throughout 
the growing season. R. A. Fisher (1924), developed u statistical technique 
for analyzing the dully effect of rainfall at any time during the grovling season. 
This technique has since been used and modified by a number of studies I 
especially those involving rainfall uS the mos t critical explClnatory vc.riable. 
~'he technique involves the estimation of a function of rainfall as a polynomial 
func(ion of a biometeorological time variable. A similar approach is illustrated 
by Baier, (1973). 
As indicated above I there is considerable interaction of causative 
.factors. For example, the use of fertilizer might increase the response of the 
crop to additional soil moisture Of precipitation. 
For 'some meteorological variables Ll-}eir interacting effects have 
been partially captured by the development of new weather parameters which 
can be derived from standard climatological data and are related to the 'Nay in whic: 
plants and soil conditions react to them. Examples of this are such relatively 
new concepts as potential evapotranspiration, heat units and soil rr.oisture 
budgeting. For example, Ma ck. and Ferguso'n (1968) developed a mois ture stress 
index [or a wheat crop using'the modulated soil n;oisture budget developed by 
Holmes and I~obertson in an earlier study. This index is expressed as the 
difference between potential ev'apotranspiration ,and actual evapotranspiration 
and is found to correlate more closely vlith w!1cat yields than other water-
related variables tes ted, such as seasonal pr~ciplta tion. Nb= and Fitzpatrick (1969) 
develop a crop water stress index which accounted [or a greater proportion 
provided the best statistical results. However, it is possible that poor data 
reporting systc~s in Turkey !:~ight have made dis'fl.ggregated cbtu more vulneruble 
to errors. Williar:is (1970') estiI':1ated yields for each of tl:1e crop districts in the 
,Canadian prairies and extrapolated the results for each province and for the 
Canadian prairies as a whole based upon acreage values, and similarities of 
ervironmental conditions. Although the national estimates appear accurate. 
some district and proVincial totals \verc underestimated while others Vlere 
overe,stima ted thereby compensating each other ~ 'probably, if the .elTors of the 
individual local estimates were random, an aggregation of many local estimates 
would result in a lower standard error for the national total than for the local 
estima te. Hov:cver, because of th e factors mentioned above, this would require 
different equations for each lqcal a(e?~ 
' .. f:. ~..: 
VISUAL OUj\~TrFIC\TION OF PlANT DEVELOPMENT 
This technique was developed by Professor J. R. Haun of Clemson 
University, Clemson, South Carolina. A technique was developed whereby 
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daily observations of wheat developed Wus recorded as an index (based upon 
the rat·e· of development of leaves and other plant p~rts). This was regrossed 
against age I cumulative development a·nd environmental factors and various 
lugs I transformutions and cross products. The observutions wore made on 
five wheat pIa nting s in 1966 in Dickerson, North Dakota and the predicti~ c 
equation \",as tested using 1967 data. The actuul and predicted estimates 
appear in close agreement. However, some systematic bias is evident. In 
a paper due to be published :his mo.nth, the. author will demonsi.rate· the usc of 
this model in predictions of yields. 
• The application of this model to national totals would require 
extensive gathering of ~orphological data t.hroughout the grmving season. 
Cbirko,:, (1973) reports that the Russians have hud considerable 
success in forecasting wheat yields by observing physical charucteristics 
of plant development. FOf example, for dark soils I tho factors described as 
influencing whea t 1'i eld predictions in ord er of primury importa nee are nun~ber 
of stems in the spLing, phase of emergence of 'the sta lk I number of ear i::?oring 
stems in the flov-rcring phaso, A secondary factor is the height of winter 
wheat plants starting from the flo'Nering phase and a tertiary factor is the 
supply of available moisture in the soil layer from 0-100 em during the ten days 
follovv'ing the resumption of gr~wth in the spring. 
.. 
A confidence factor of 80% for prediction of the yield of winter 
wheat is claimed using onJ.y moisture supply, number of stems per m2 in the 
.spring or in the phase of emerg·ence of the stalk undJor a forecust prepe.rcd in 
the flowering phase;. the number of stems with an ear and the height of the 
plants. Inclusi.on of seco:jdury factors is said to" increase the confidence 
factor, to 90 percent. 
It Is stated without backup that equotions have been developed which 
forccust the yield of winter wheat ... "ith great confidence for indlviduul fields I 
, oblns ts, reg ions I republics and for the caun tr:r' uS a whole. 
OBSERVA'J:IONS OF CROPS UNDER CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT 
. .. 
Many studies in \vhich plants are grown under controlled con-
ditions are referenced in the literature and several have already been 
reviewed at this writing. These include wheat grown in greenhouses or 
on small plots in which almost all factors are held constant except tho 
particular one the experimenter is interested in. The studies that 
have already been reviewed in this effort include those investigating 
the effects on yield of changes in soil moisture, different types of 
herbieides~ nitrogen fertilizers, ethral and supplemental irrigation. 
These studles are generally useful in enumerating factors which affect 
wheat yield, but are of too limited a purpose to be used to eliminate 
national crop yields. 
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lTSDA SURVEY TECHNIQUES 
" , 'I\. few documents discuss the us e of sur,reys in the U. S. and 
Australia to forecast crop yield at different times during the gro','ling season. 
Understanding this technique generally involves two parts.: a description of 
the data collection techniques and a description of the forecasting techniques • 
. 
In the U. S., informCJ. tion Is collected by mail surV8]rs I telephone 
contacts, personal interview and observa tions in selected fields from pro-' 
duc '"'r" fec~n"s c~"";n "'l,","71 l 'o" ope-a+o"~ "'ncl'e"p~-'·'~ .. e '''''It..:~ :,:,cO-~-''''l'on .. t.,; ~II '"-'4r...;.1., ... L .... !..l..l ...... \:;V<"l,,1,.. .. ,I,.. 1":>, 01 -/\..VLI,..~lu. ~L.L.';' LL.&J. .&.J.UC4L. 1 
include~~ CJ.creage intended for planting I plCJ.nted, intend8d for harvest and 
harvested, expected yields and production, inventories l , employment and 
wag-es. The res ults of these surveys are checked for consis tency agalns t 
information collected for the Agricultural Census conducted every five years 
and other relevant da ta. 
ror supple'mental information'lI an obj ective yield 'survey is performed 
in whi.ch train~d enumerators visit 17, 000 sample p10'.:.s in a sal:~pJe of fields 
during the growing season to obtCJ.in quantltattve da tlJ. of such fa.ctors as number 
of plants per plot, plant spacings I number of wheat heads a rd s;:>ikelets, , 
. stage of d8velop:-r.ent, final yield and harvesting loss. This information is 
gathered monthly. 
The annual cycle of crop projections begins with a report on farmers 
intentions to plant. This report is based upon data gathered in Li-}e February 
surveys and is published in Ivrarch. 
The second major survey in early June, \vhen most crops' are 
in U1e ground, is combined vli'th the June Enumerative SlU"'v'ey ar.d published 
in theJlllv Creo R(>:~ort_ <110ng \vith estimated production durir:g t.~e forecast 
season of Augl!st t~rough }Jovember. An ac::-eage update survey is conducted 
each July to cietermlr.e changes that need to be made in June data. This 
first updCJ.te appears in the August Crop f{eport. A third surve]' effort in the 
Fall measures acrc2ge actually harvested. 
The system for estimating yields relics on a "graphic regreSSion 
method" ... ·:hich (elates repo:;ted crop conditions to a forecast of yield. Crop 
reporters estimate the probable average yield in theirlocalfties and the averages 
of these forecasts are trans12tcd into yield forecasts by the Crop Reporting 
BOdrd by T'leans of regression charts v,,-hich ·relate historical" true" yeilds to 
reported prGbable yields. In some states, a regression equation is used to fore-
cast yield per acre as a function,of a) reported conditi~n oCcrop (reported 
yield per acre), b) precipitation for specified mor.ths prior to date of forecast, 
c~ precipitation for specific=d months after date of forecasts and e) time. 
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Gunn21son, Dobson und Pamperin (1972) examined the accuracy 
t 
~ 
'Of mor(;! thnn"'l, 1 GO US!),\ cropproductionforecasts for burley, corn, outs, 
potatoos, soybeans, spring wheat and winter v.heut for the period 1929-1970. 
He foullld that USD"~ forecasts generally exhibit dcsireuble properties based 
upon his criteria. Unsatisfactory first forecas'ts '.'[ere divided almost equally 
between those ...... hich exhibited turning point en"ors and those which correctly 
1ndicatC?d the direction of change but which erred signif1cuntly in magnitude 
First unci second revised forecClsts !?howed irnp:-ovemEmt over the first forecast 
Im,\'8st percentage of satisfactory revisions were found for y.,'inter wheat (59.5 
an'd S2. 4 percent [ct' first and second revisions respectively). Although the 
revised forecasts tended to be successful, they tended to undercompensate for 
". the error in the prev ious estimate. . 
In general the accuracy of first forecasts seem to have sho\,ll1 
moderate improvement between J. 929, and 1970; thut of the first revisions remained 
relatively con f:tant; and that of the second revisions appears to have improved. 
Although this study revealed no serious Inadequacies in crop forecasts. 
the analysis identified a few persistent inaccuracies in the forecasts. Specifically. 
USDA te nd s to: 
a. Underestimate crop size 
h. Underestimate the size of changes in production from 
year to year and 
c. ' Undercompensate for errors in previous forecasts when 
developing revisions. 
;::. . 
\'v'hile U SDl\ crop forecas ts exhibit desireable characteristics when 
appraised by these criteria it ,is possible th2t the levels of SO:-:18 of the fore-
casting errors exhibited may 'croa te pIa nning problems for farmers and marketing 
fIrms. 
PARAMETRIC Tli\!E SERIES ,,\NI\I.YSIS 
This technique is b"ased upon t\VO assumptions regarding the factors 
affecting yield. f'irst, it is assumed that the major fact0r affecting yields -
. weather - is difficult to forecast and second, the embodiment of technological 
chunge is highly corrciatod throug!1 time. Because of this ( an attempt is not 
made tc identify the underlying structural relationships and national average 
crop yield datu is used for identifying und estimating the autoregressive 
process. The results showed poor forecast accuracy. This appe.:.1rs under-
standable since from qualitative information we know that yield variation 
• around the time trend is subs tantial. 
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ESTIMATION OF PRODUCTION FUNCTIONS 
Studies which estimate production functions so as to compare 
factor input are of interest in aiding our understanding of the p
ro-
duction process but are of limited use in forecasting crop yields
, 
. SPECIFIC 1'.10DELS OF L'ITEREST 
.. ----~.--------------
,This section discusses the specific models found in the literature 
to have releva'nce to crop yield forecasting. Although most of these models
 
,are not meant to be used specifically as a forecasting tool they can be 
, adapted for this function and they provide valuable information which can 
be 
used to construct such a model. The information provided in the published
 and 
unpublished literature is inco:lsistent with some models described in more 
detail than others. The time and resources available in this,study did not 
In most cas es, a110,'( us to ga ther data beyond the published literature. 
In general, most of the models reviewed in this study would probably 
not provide as accurate a forecast as does tho USD'; syster:1 for national wh
eat 
crop forecas tin9, This is due to a number of fa ctors . Firs t, these models 
have 
not becn sllccessfully extrapolated to n.::lUonal totals. This is because they
 ure 
either estimated from very local data, use velY broad assur:1ptions or requir
e 
quite complex information netv:orks. Second, genetic factors and crop aba
ndon-
ment factors are rarely considered explicitly •. Comparisons wit..'1 local USD
A 
forecasts were gener.allv no.t p,erfor.ncd. 
An accurate va1!dauon of a forecasting model should include fore-
casts made' beyond or before the sample poriod for which it Vias estimated a
s 
well as a full description of statistical tests and of the behavior of the r.'\o
del 
during the sample period. Such a description should include a discussion 
of 
mean error as well as e;.:tTe;ne errors and a full e):Dlunalion of 1 
how well the model predicted turning pOints. In view of these criteria, 
discussion of validation of t..'ese models is slight or nonexistent. 
Variables related to water use by plants appear to be the most 
significant variables in theso models. These include soil moisture, moistu
re 
stress, poto:lti.::ll and ac-tual evapotrunspiration and combino.tions of these.
 
Furthcnnore, the effects of t..'1ese variubles change wit.h the age of the pl.::ln
t. 
We will now b:-iefly discuss a fe\'., of these models which appear to 
offer some merit in deriving a forecasting model. Table 1 has been prepare
d 
as a hundy summary of the properties of these models: 
Weather and Canadia n P:-airie \"rhea t Production 
This study by G. D. V. \Villiums (1960) reports on t:,e use of 
regression techniques to analyze whoat production •. The dependent variabl
e 
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was ~/heat yields in v~rious regions in Cunuda. Explunatory variables were: 
a. Precipitation conserved in the 21-month summerflow 
perio::! prior to l\lay 1st of that year 
, " . .' .;y' T"; .. h. 'Precipitation for May, June and July (three variables) 
and, 
c. Estimated potential evapotranspiration for May, June 
and JLlly (three variables) 
d. Various cOwbinations and pov,Ters of the above although 
these variables are lis ted I t~e actual equa tions us ed 
were not presented in the document reviewed. It is 
stated that there were a number of different equations 
estimated for diffsrent time periods from 7 to 14 years 
between 1952 and 1967. 
. . 
District crop yield estimates are then extrapolated to a total 
for the Canadian prairies according to a weig'hUng 'system using acreage values . 
Using eqLmtions based on data prIor to 1960 I estimates of ivheat 
yields were made for the perIod 1960 to 1967 based on precipitation and PE 
data available before the end "of July r June aDd May I respectively. For this 
period the extrapoJa tiODS appeared to catch turning points and direction 
quite \vell althouc;h they did not reflect year to year differ8nces very closely. 
Although 1961 was an unusually poor year I the estimate was clos e. This 
indicates that in practice I if v,reather-based Gstima tes were being made for 
the CUIT8nt year I the equations could be deve loped from, say I the preceding 
ten years rather than un equatiqn that was estimated for a period ending several 
years earlier. Estimates made on data availabJ8 at the end of June ,'lOuld 
probably be very close to those a t the end of July. Rov.lover, those performed 
a t the end of May are les s accura te. 1. 
Although national estimates appear accurate, some district or 
provincial totals 'Nere underestimated while others were overestimated thereby 
compensating each other. 
Wheat Procluctio:l In '!:'ur;key 
. A study published by the U. S. Department of Agriculture in 1970 
reports on regressio:1s of wheat: yIelds aguinst weather conditio:1s during 
different pClrts of the gro'.ving season I mcchunizutlon and fertilizer use over 
.. the period 1948-1968. V/eather conditions for all 12 monU1s of the year 
were tested for significant correllltlon \vith wheat yields uS was a mechanlzution 
variable. The bes t equu tion VIa s: 
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y= 883.9 - ~.03 X 5 + 11.15 X 12 + 13 X 13 
t. c: 2.93 4.31 3.04: 
2 R :: 0.82 SD ::: 104.3 
Xs ::: January - February aridity index for Ankara 
. X12 ~ May - June a
ridity index for ~nkara 
X13 ::: Fe
rtilizer consumed in 1,000 metric tons 
... ·'.Th~f standard (~rto':viath.JI,··is t.bout nine percent of 1968 yields values. 
When the equa tiOl! was used to predict yields beyond the sample period 
(1948-1968), t:1C error \vas less than five percent for 1969 and 1970. The 
error for 1971 was not reported in the paper. However, it is cautioned that 
since the standard deviation is nine percent, this sort of accuracy is not lik
ely 
to hold further into the future. The model v/ould have to be updated pericdic
c.ll'/ 
since the methods and patterns of wheat production in Turkey are changing 
rapidly. 
'The Thompson Model 
L. M. Thompson (1969) estimated a number of regression 
equations of time trends and weather variables on wheat yields f
or 
six states (North and South Dakota, Kansas, Oklahoma, Indiana, and 
Illinois). Weather variables included state averages of precipitat~8n, 
rainfall and temperature for various months throughout the year.
 
There has been some criticism of the use of state averages of w
eathe= 
variables since wheat is not evenly distributed throughout the s
tate. 
However, there is some "tendency for favorable or unfavorable 
condi tions from year to year to be fairly widespread. " 
The six equations estimated are presented in the original reviG\v 
in Appendix 1. Coefficients of determinatiC?n ranged from 0.80 to 0.92 and 
standard errors ranged from about 9-12 percent of 1968 yield • 
. The only hint of an attempt at validution in this paper is a graphical 
comparison of the model's estimatcs with those of USDA. 
The Baier lvlodel (1973) 
. ' 
This model incorporates seve,al ne','l features which take advantage 
of rccent developments in the understanding of Ggrometeorological inter-
relations. Instead of using ,rainfall d.J.ta, the model lIses potclltial evClpo-
transpiration (PE) und soil mo,isture (S!'v1) as 'independent variables. In' 
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addition the concept of "biological time (nT) (rate of development toward 
maturity) is introduced. 
It is assumed that the yield response of a crop to these variables 
changes grudua.lly over th,,; season and that the da.ily wsighting of each vLlri
able 
can be adequately fitted by c1 fourth-order polynomial as a function of bio-
meteorolog icnl time. These· functions ure; estima ted by an iterotive regressi
on 
·process. These estimates (.lre then used as explanatory variubles in a 
multiplicative reg'res sion model. This technique is further explained in the 
appendix. 
The equations derived arc not presented in the paper, but the 
variables used are maximum temperature, minimum temperature und soil 
moisture as functions of time. The best coefficient of determination was 
0.79, The model '..'las not ltsed for forecasting beyond the time period or 
lattitude in the sample. 
" . Although the m'elhoaoibgy appears to 5'how ptoential for'acc~unting 
for daily changes in plant response to environment, the present model canno
t 
be used succes sfully as a forecasting tobl since it has not been tested, the
 
data Is quite dated (1953-1962) and the results have not been extrapolated 
to national totals. 
, 
, 
'proprietary COE1:nercial 1\,1ode12. 
The documents consulted in this study consisted primarily of those 
that have been published through journal articles, universities and' domes tic 
and foreign governmental agricultural services. Hm',rever, in our: various 
teleph'One conversations with experts in this field around the country we hav
e 
become av.,rare tha t there are a number of models in existence constructed by
 
private firms for commercial pu:-poses. The exact structure and estimation 
techniques used C!re said to be proprietary and therefore these models are no
t 
generally available for detailed review, Hovlever, a general description of 
a model availClble through the Developr:1ent Planning and Research Associate
s, 
Inc" (Manhatan, Kpllsas) is provided here: 
The DPRJ\ model is claimed to have overcome many of the short-
comings 'Of the regression models discussed above by con.sidering simultane
ously 
much detailed information regarding the phenology Clnd production of wheat 
(and other crops) into a detailed structural model of the plant growth process. 
ThJ.s modei includes all of the crop growth factors mentioned above {including 
both cnv ironmental factors such as temperature, soil moisture, solar 
radia tion, soil characteristics and man mude factors such as irr iga tion, 
fertilizer, weed and insect control, time of planting, depth of planting and-
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rate of planting) as well as genetic factors such as maturity ratings of various 
varieties of plants in various different climates. 
The model has been n.sed primurily for two purposes. The first 
is to advise fbrr.1ers on 'Polic); such as irrjc;ation I fertilizer and cropping 
patterns. The, second use for this r:1ooc1 is in forecasting yield. DPR:\ clair:1s 
to have a much greater degree of accuracy in this use, than the presently 
avaIlable USDA forecasts. These forecasts are available throughout the 
season beginning shortly after plu.nting. DPRT.\ also stales thu.t although 
present forecasts arc regularly performed only on afield unci reg iontll ba siS 
the mo:! e1 cn n be expanded to national and world\'lide levels with only a mini:-:1u:7I 
effort. 
'1'he model might be llS eful for any group wishing an additional 
c:Umension \vith which to check forecasts made ~hrough other means. 
CONCLUSION O~ STATUS OF AGRO)'1ET MODEL:D:'G 
. V\fe have seen that yield variation is caused by many gro\vth 
factors (environmental and genetic) and by crop abandonment iac::ors 
(environmental and economic·), None of the yield forecasting r.:odels 
revi0wed in this study inoleded crop abandonment factors. The nature 
of the specific effect on yields of the growth factors are extremely co;nplex 
in that a) their affects vary v'lith different stuges of the crop g:-owth cycle I 
b) their effects are often lagged in complex distributions over time and c) 
th,ey interact with each other in complex ways many of which CIte uncleHned. 
Because of tbese complex factors, regres s ion analys is, which 
has been widely used in numerous studies has been unable to capture the 
ul1der~ying structural relationships of yield' determination. The number of 
variables that can be successful1y used in a regression equation is far 
fewer than the numbe:- of variables that affect crop yield. Furthermore I 
most of the previous regres sion models \'.'ere estimated for local or sta te aree s 
and cannot be satisfacto:-Uy extrapolated to national and world total:;; with-
out a massive duta g2.L'1ering effort. ' 
Variables related to water use and temperature for certain critical 
periods in the plailt Sro\'lth cycle are consistently the most importent 
variables in the studies consulted. In recent years, nev; ways of mec:!suring 
these variables (potential and actual evapotranspirc:!tion, moisture stress I 
soil moisture budgetir:g and biologicul timed h3ve shown promise of possibly 
improving the predictive ability of regression equutions. However, these 
models still account for only 70 to 90 percent of the variation in yield and 
have large standard errors of estimate. 
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Based on these large standard errors', on the results of the few 
models thD. t were cxami!1~d for predictive accuraCi' and on the fact t'1ilt these 
models are generally valid only for a spec;i fic local area, it appears that hone 
of these p.1Odels can pr<!'dict national crop yields as accurately as the USDA 
survey- juogr:1cntal sys:cm. This conclusion, docs not preclude the use of 
some of these models as additional input to a judgmental process. 
. ' 
Recent advances in model:; which incorporate plant observations 
'with soil IT.oisture data appear to hold some promise for accurate yield 
predictions since the entire history of both environmental .::llld genetic 
effects is presumabl:,' contained in the current state of the plant. In some 
cases, these visual observations are rela'ted to plant density and are there-
fore potentially observable from sp.J.ce. 
"j .. , 
, 
~ 
I 
A realistic procedure for synoptic predictions of wheat 
yield might be the development of ground truth in selected sites 
coupled \vi th sample survey techniques to develop region yield/a,::::re 
estimates. This would be followed by intensive monitoring of these 
sites (remote and relayed in situ) by satellite coupled with satellite 
estimates of variations in harvested acreage resulting from crop 
abandonment factors. 
Although these models have only limited use in forecusting 
compared to the methods used by USDA, they are valuable in providing 
much infcrmation regardii;g yield-environl.lent interactions and in that recent 
adva.nces p::ovide hope fef increased accuracy sometime in the future. In areas 
of the \Vor1d where extensive data gathering netvv'orks afe ,nonexis'.:ent I 
agricultural forecasting r:lOdels \vhich rely on satellite duta inputs might be 
able to improve upon present forecasts. 
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APPENDIX B 
"SCOPE AND METHODS OF 'rUE STATISTICAL 'REPOR'rING SERVICE," 
USDA MISCELLANEOUS PUBLICATION NO. 1308, JULY 1975 
Chapter 2 
SA[v~Pl~U\~G 
UVHETu;(DDOlOGY A~\~D 
, . -
EST~~Jnt\ T~O~~J 
INTRODUCTION 
Allhough the Statistical Rcporting Seniiee con-
(Iucts some of its surveys by virtually complete 
enumeration of certain parts of the population, 
most are based Oil 5amplcs dl'llwll from the popu-
lation. With the use of modcrn tcchniques, sam-
pling is not only less costly in time and money 
than a census, but also can produce more reliable 
results. 
The SC'rvice uses a grcat variety of sampling 
techniques to produce current agricultural statis-
tics about crops, livestock, prices, and other in-
formation relating to thc agricultural economy. 
Signifkant advanccs in mcthods used have been 
made in recent years, particularly with the empha-
sis on probability sampling technology, altllOugh 
l1onprobability sampling retains an important 
place in the work of the Statistical Reporting 
Service. 
This chaptet· provides a description of lhe 
C0l111110n sampling procedun:s (frnme Cl1llstI'llC-
lion, sample selection, analysis, and estimation) 
currently used ,1I1d describes some of the research 
activities under way to improve the quality of 
agricultural statistics, 
THE SAMPLING FRAME AND 
SAMPLE SELECTION 
A basic considermiol1 in any sample survey is 
the sampling frame, which is an aggregate of units 
or clements from which a sample can be selected,. 
Fl'\lm d;lta colb':lcd in thL' :-:a111plc, inferences Illay 
be made about all the clemL'nts ill thL' fral1le. 
TIl!;se cklllcnls COllectively form the survey popu-
lation, which muy or Inny not be the samc as thc 
, . 
target population, which is the tOlal universe of 
dements ahout which information is desired. From 
SRS surveys, estimates must be made for the 
target population. 
The type and quality of sampling frames have 
much influence in determining sample design and 
overall survey methods. The frames used by SRS 
are of two basic types-the list frame and the 
area frame. 
List Frame Sampling 
Sampling from list frames has for many years 
played a prominent role in the collection of data 
for agricultural statistics, A list frame is a list of 
c1emellts presumably all from the population nbout 
which infen:nces arc to be made, along with ap-
propriate identifying data. Lists of farm opera-
tors, including names and addresses, arc used 
for many of the surveys conducted by SRS and arc 
well suited for the collection of information by 
mail. The low cost of data collection from it lbt 
sample is one of the principal advantages of this 
method. Another advantage is the case with which 
supplcl1lenlaryinformation for elassifyillg the 111Jits 
can be included as pa!'t of the frame. This allows 
the lise of emcient stl'atifled sample designs. 
The maill disndvantage of the list frame is the 
inability to compile "complete" lists; that is, lists 
that rcpres,'lll all of the current units, such as 
farms, livestncklllen, or processors-such units 
arc cnntillually changing. For example, a listo( 
farlll operators soon becomes outd;;tcd because 
new operators enter the activity, others leave the 
1';11'111, M1IIW expand ~)perations or Icase land to 
llt hers, or there arc oth,~r ehangcs within the oper-
atiol1!; themselves. 
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CIII\I'TER 
Since prohahility sampling requirl's th,lt all 
units of the population bL~ represcnted, list sam-
pling hml few applications for probability :ilIrvcys 
until rclativdy recent (kwlopments permitted 
selection from two or more frames that cover the 
population. Applications uf such Illultiple-frame 
sampling arc disl.:lls!>ed later ill this chapter. 
prior to the application of probability l.;:Jmpling 
by SRS during the carly 1960's, Ilonprobability 
mail surveys were the principal means of collect-
ing data for current agriculLuml statistics. This 
method is still used as an important data collcction 
tcchnique for many eoml1wdities, but usually re-
quires supplemental Sl!rvey information. 
In using nonpro[)ability l1lail samples, the short-
comings must be rCl.:ol;!nizcd. Fir.~t, lists of poten-
ti;ll respondents arc not eompiL:tc framC's and, 
while still lIseful, some lists tcnd to he sek:ctive 
as well. Second, there is no nssurancc that re-
spondents who voluntarily complete and return a 
questionnaire arc typical or representative of those 
who fail to do so. Thc second limitation can be 
overcome with followu(1 interviews of at least a 
~amplc of nonrespondcnts. However, this is 
usually not practicnl, considering the li)11itations 
imposed by the fralllc, allli nullifics the principal 
advantagc of nonprobability mail survcys-low 
cost. 
Dcspite . thc biases inherent in mail samples, 
surveys of this type with sutncient response pro-
vide consistent indications 1'1'0111 survey to survey. 
Appropriate mcthods of estimation arc lIscd to 
rcmove biases from the estimates insofar as pos-
sible. 
Area Frame Sampling 
In 1954, SRS began investigating thc llSC of 
area frame sampling. ;\ pn)gral1l was developed 
.lIld expandcd to illclude the 48 conterminolls 
States by 1967 in l\ systcm of surveys fol' ()htllining 
infllrmation on crops, livestock, and other agri-
cultural items. Today area framc sampling is an 
integral part of the SRS. cstimating program. 
In area fromc sampling the frame consists of 
an aggregation of identifiable units of land (seg-
ment);) which may be s:lnlpkd. For SRS purposes, 
characteristics concerned with agriculture must 
then be (1~snciated with these :-.atnpiL: ~cgment5. 
Th~rl' are three difTen:nt C{lnL;cpts that nrc uscflll 
in associating agricultural activities with the arca 
~~" -.... ---.-.-.--.---,~-~- .. -.... ,~ .. 
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{rallle. These are the closed segment, the open 
segment. and I he weighted :iL'glllcnt. 
The c1()~ed segment associates the agricullure 
with the segn1l'nt itself; it il1dudcs :111 thaL is in-
side the segment boundaries :iild excludes all that 
is HOt. III the open seglllcHI, nil activities of farms 
with he!ldquarters located inside the segment 
boundaries are associated with the segment re-
gardless of whether the activity itself is inside or 
outside the segment boundarics. In the weighted 
segment, all agriculture associated with a farm, 
any part of which lies within the segment, is at-
tributed to the segment in proportion to the frac-
tion of the farm acreage that is inside the segment. 
For characteristics such as crop acreagcs 
which arc directly associated with land, the closed 
segment has proved to be clearly superior in sam-
pling eOiciency. But data cOllcerning the eco-
nomics of the farming cnterprise, for example, can 
lw more easily associated with the farm headquar-
ters and do not lend themselves to the closed 
segmcnt. The weighted segment is llsed to gain 
ef11cicncy by reducing vHriability caused by special-
ized and. widely differing sizes of farms. 
A unique attribute of the area framc is that it 
is a complete sampling frame. All desired agri-
cullural activities arc reprcsented when every unit 
of land area has been given some positive prob-
ability of bcing selected during the sampling 
process. Furthennore, it docs not surrer the same 
kind of detcrioration through time as docs a list 
frame. 
The area frame lends itself well to cnumerative 
gcncrnl-purpose surveys. It is not suited to mail 
sllrvcys, since nallles and address of persons living 
or operating within the segment boundaries arc 
gcnerally not known in advance. The area Framc 
is not ellicient for special-purpose surveys or sur-
veys or highly spccialized fnl'lning activities, be-
cause the lack of supplementary information pre-
cludes the segregation of farmingenterpri5es. of 
a particular class. 
Two basic types of area frames are in usc by 
SRS for gelleral-purposc surveys. The lirs! is the 
framc developed for the Master Samplc of Agri-
culture, which was constructed in the early 1940!5 
at Iowa State University with thl~ cooper,atiol1 of 
USDA and the Bureau of the Census. The Master 
Sample was designed for sampling chanietcristics 
ll!>sociatcd with farms. The frallle consists of 
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CIIAP'I'ER 2. SAMPLING METIIODOLOUY AND ESIIMATION 
counly maps IIpon which minor civil divisions 
and frame IInits containing il specificd numher of 
sampling units havc bCl'n dclincated, Each sam-
pling lInit contained alwut four farms, SRS cx-
pcricncc !iUggl~!itl'd that scglllcnts half the size o( 
thosc of the ~laster S;\I11pk wcre more cllieient 
for gcneral-pllrpn~e sun·l'Ys, ilnd tll'.~se units arc 
being used. Crnp reporting districts arc used to 
impose geographic strn ti (kat inn on the frame, 
Typically, Statcs contain ahoul nine crop report-
ing districts. Wilhin thcse districts the ;lgricul-
ture is fairly honlOgeneolls, Allocation of seg-
nwnts to crup rcport ing distrkt~ is :lbOlil propor-
tional to thc square rool of vallie or pl'oducts sold, 
The lvl'lster Sampk I"r:l111e \\'n~ H\"ailahle for usc 
from the beginning of SI~S ar~a frame sampling. 
HOWG\,CI', it \l'as soon appare\1t from pilot WOI k in 
the Mountain States that stratlficntion (1f land 
according. to u~e wns essential. Consequcntly, the 
second type of area framc used by SRS is the land 
lISC frame, in which :111 land prior to sumpling is 
first classified accordinp to tlse, The stratification 
is bnsed on extent :1I1d type nf i'llrming :1I1d can 
be described in four brond categorics: (I) In-
tensively cultiva1l'd ,Ireas \\'here a significant por-
tion of the Innl! is untier cultivation, (2) extensivc 
agricultural areas lIsed primarily for gnll,ing and 
producing livestock, n) highly developed land 
found in cities and indu~lrinl areas, allll (4) non-
agricultural land, such as pnrks nnd other recre-
ational areas. In addition to land lise stratifica-
tion, geogrnphic slratificntillil is frequcnlly used 
to separate c1iO'ering agriculltll'al areas. 
Segments nrc ohl predetermined si/.c. with seg-
mcnt C()lInt~ [Issoeiakd with ench arca delineated 
on maps act:()rding to si!e of area. Segmcnls 
typically are about I sqllarc mill, ill intcnsively 
cultivated arens, several slllHlrc miles nnd I:irgGr 
ill the IIlnre opel1 filrmil1!! are:lS, and alKlllt onc-
tenth square mile in cily nnd rc~i(\l'ntial :lrcas. 
The numher of sq!l1wnts :wmpled fmlll each 
slrl\lulll is determined hy revil'wing optimum :I\.-
locations for \11i1jnr C<illlilimlitit:s and chnnsin~ 
a compromise for I:'-ener;d-pllrpn~c :;:1111 piing. ~ 
Land usc frames nre currcntly heill~ dcvdupcd 
State by SUlk a.'> neL'd-; illdkatc allli as timl' and 
resources permit. Statl's ,~till lIsing tilL' T\'!as[cr 
Sample frame arc ill the north cel1tral, south 
ccntral, and south r\tJ:lIltic reginns, where dill'cr-
cnees of land lISC practices nre less apparent. 
Sl!g11lellt selcetion ha~·· generally followcd a 
sy~tel1latic-sal1lpk approach whe!'e thc frame list-
illg is arrayed gCllgraplJically. Rl!l'cntly, interpcnc-
trating sample designs have bcen used. l11tcr-
pl'nctrating t\l!signs utilize severnl smaller inde-
pendent sample,S, and have 1110l'C !.:1l11ple flexibility 
:I11d :ldv:1ntages in GOlllpUtlllg slImpll' variation. 
They also lit wcll with a sample rotation scheme. 
Typically, 2() pcrccnt of the SRS segments are 
rotalcd annuully to relieve l"cspolHknt burden. 
All selected segl11cnts arc visited annually about 
Junc I fl11" the June enumerative survey to ascer-
tain planted crop acreages amI inVl'n[ories of hogs 
and cattic, and to classify operations for purposes 
of SlIhSalllpling for subsequent slirveys. All 5epn-
rate land operating arrangements nrc delineated 
within the segments and are referred [0 as "tract~." 
To control sampling errors, thc (lren sample is 
supplemcnted with a small list frame sample of 
known large lives[oC'k operations, this bcing a 
limited form of 111ultiple-frnme sampling. 
Sampling for several subsequcnt area framc 
surveys uses the June information for c1nssifying 
trncts. The classifications made arc utilized as 
strata for second-stage snmpling. Tracts are then 
Sllbs<t11lplcd [rom cach stratum at varying rnLGs, 
according to their information potential. Thc 
December enumerativc survey i;; the hlrgest Sllr-
vey or this type and focuses on fall-~ceded crops 
nnc1 livestock inventories. A large portion of the 
tracls with wheat and livestock in Jllnll arc sc-
lected. Nonngricullural tracts are samplcd very 
lightly. 
Multiple-Frame Sampling 
, A method rapidly gaining importance and usc 
in SRS surveys is Illultiple-frame sampling. AS 
thc nLlme il11plies, this technique includes the usc 
of Illorc than olle ~:lInpling frame. For SRS needs, 
thi); I11ClIl1S a list frame and an arca frame. 
Theory for l1lultiple-frame ~:;llllpling \Va!> dc~ 
vcloped only :IS recently as the early 19GO's. Re-
:;l'arch IIndcl' the kadership or Dr. 11. O. Hartley' 
W:1S supported hy SRS :It Tll\\,:l Stule University. 
ConcL'pts of l11ultiplc-l'r:lI11L' s:lI11pJingarc basicnlly 
thn~l' or pn1bnbility !':lmpling concerning repl'e-
I 1)1. Ilariky j, (,lIrrently Dircrfor, lmLillile of Sta-
lisliL'~, T~xa~ A&1'.1 University. 
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:;cnlalit\fl. knowll probahi IiI ks. and randOlUlll!SS 
of sekL'linll. In addition. two l'riteria nl'~d to he 
c()nsidcl\~tI: (I) Evcry de11ll'nt of the population 
must belong to at least onc of the sampling 
frallles. and (2) it Illusl hI.' po!-.sihlc to illenti!,), 
for each sell'ctcd unit to which fra11les, if uny, it 
bclon~s other than the (llle fro11l which it was 
sclecl~d. The usc of a c0111plete ;11\~a frame 
sati:-.fics the lirst consideratioll. The second is mon: 
diflieult operationally. requiring the proper classi-
fication of each tract operator as tn whcth~r he 
is al:;() included in the list framc. 
Multiple-frame sampling has SOlllC distind ad-
V:lntagl's for SRS. particularly for item:; such as 
livcstocK, specialized crups, and economic data. 
These items are poorly correlated with land all)ne 
and arc incniciently cs'inHited by the area frallle. 
In lllultiplc-fn.lI1lc s~lI.llpling, nwst of till' data for 
the popUlation uf intcre~t l'on he collected more 
cflicicntl" throuph the list rr"Ill~. SOllle or the data 
,I '" 
can he collected by mail. Also. it is usually pos-
sible to develop and incorporatc in the li!>t 'framc 
some index of size for units that is uSl'd in !'itrlltifi-
cation. The area frame IlIl'OI\!ll'eS li~t inc()l11pktc-
ness. In this way, the lwcl framcs complement 
each other. 
The StOlte Stmistical ()flice~ II:1ve principal n;-
spollsibilitics for deVL'loping li!->t !-':Illlpling frames 
of farmcrs and ranchers for Il1llltiplc-frallle sur-
veys. ;\ varicty of list Sl1url'CS i'i u'icd, incillding 
State farm census, asscs~llr\ recllI'ds, Agricul-
tural Stnbilization and Conservation Service 
(ASCS) lists, hrand lists, ilnd lists milintaincd 
by St:ltc governlllcn{s for inspection (11' control 
purposes. j,1ore SPCCi:llizl'ti liste.; are often COI11-
bincd with a basic list to improve list co\'cral:',c. 
List~ vary grL'atiy inquHlity ailt! lI!idulncss and 
rcqllire considerable clror[ to prepare lx'forc use 
in sampling. 
Often the list has to hc converted inlo COIll~ 
putl'r-reac1;iblc f(lrnl. Uni(swhich arl' duplicated 
Illllst be rcnHlvcd and the intiexeh or ~ii'.C or opcra-
ti()11 may haw to he ubtaincd flOm tlther source~. 
Special large mail surveys :lIT ~()l11etil1les COIl-
dllctcd for the sole j1l1l'j)(I<;c or c1al-.~iryillg r~lrl11S 
by type and si7l', ("'UIlI)' and hlC:i1 nllicials of 
ASCS, the EX\l:llsilll1 Servicl'. allli other lISD.'\ 
agenLies haw pro\'itil'll V,dll;l\lk as~i ... tilI1tT in list 
(iL'vell1p!1lL'Il( efrorts. 
After initial Ibt dd'l'ioplllcnt, mainknallce :lIld 
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IIpdntill!! arc continllal tasks. Without such ef-
forts, lists dctcrll)rate rapidly and 1>oon lo~e their 
adV:ll;tagc ill sampling eflicicl1cy. 
ESTIMATION METHODS 
Aftcr a survey is dcsigned. the sample selected, 
and d:\la collected, the data Illubl be edited for 
conslbtellcy anti thell sUll1ntaril.ed. Frol1l these 
SlII'VC\, results the slatistician must. prepare the 
estil1l~ltes. The col11put:ltion:l ilnd procedures for 
translating survey tialn into estimates in\olve tech-
nic,1i eonsitieratil)lls. Usually J1lore than one 
method is u\':dlable, but the choice:., arc largely 
speeified by l-.ur\,ey desig,n and th.>re are dbtinct 
difl'crellces bct\\'el'n deriving c~til1lakS from 11011-
probability :-,ul'\'eys and from surveys which fol-
low thc COllccpts of pmbability theory. 
Nonprobability Smveys 
In tkvcloping currcnt estimates from nonprob-
ability mail SUITCyS, e~til11ating prl1Ccdurcs must 
rccogllii'e potl!ntiiil biLi!->CS in the SUf\'':-y results. 
The procedurcs used gencrally de!'.:nti on P(\st 
rel[1ti()n~hips of .'\lIrvey data to final cc;limatcs. Jt 
is assumed that thcse same rC!i\tioll$hips are COn-
tinuing, but periodic checks must he made to 
vL'I'iry this :l:;:'lIlllption and to true up [he estimates. 
Check data arc obtained from a \'arlely (if sources, 
but f'.cllcrally ,I)"e in tile form of rccords of mar-
ketings or cenSllS enumeratiolls. Infnrmation from 
the U.S. cenSllS or ilgricultllre and frolll annual 
farm censuses conducted in SOL1le Statcs has com-
monly been ll!'ocd for this purposc. 
L 
l\lany factors alTl'ct the reliability of estimates 
derh'cd from llol1prnhilbility .'ill J'\c~:->. First, it is 
Ill.'cessar), to evaluate the accuracy l.1f the check 
data lIsed tll c!-.tablislltrllC vallle~. l":rl'Ol':-' in these 
data will rcsult in errors in the relationships de-
rived ror past ye~lrs. There is always the pCissibility 
of error in assliming lhat past rcinrionships o( 
!-'UI'\'cy data to fillal estimates will cl)lllillue. Com-
parability or survey cia!:! must he Illaintuinecl for 
thc pcrh1din which rclationship!>, arc dcri\·ed. If 
Mlrvl'y indication!> for past surveys :lrc ba~ccf 011 
.~eiL'l'tive data, indications uscd to make the cur-
rellt L· ... tilllilll' Il1U\t b!,.' subject to till' Slime kind 
of scicl:ti\'ily for best results. The rcft11'c , consider-
a(ioll of cOlllpar:lhility should Iw gi\c'1l to thc n!it 
samples. the s:lll1l'lill)! pl'lxec!ure and dbtribulion, 
and till..' .'illl'\'cyrL·~poIlSc. 
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CJlAPTER 2. SAMPLlN<.i METIIODOLOUY AND ESTIMATION 
Survey indications 
DirccH!xpansion indications arc not possibk 
with Ilonprobability surveys because of the in-
ability to associate knowlJ prllbabilitil;s with the 
data collected. ThercforL', l1lost SlI rvey indications 
arc rcLttionsilips cstimatl'd fWIll the survey data 
which can be appli,'d to some assumed known 
ba~e. A brief deflcriplion or ~omc of the commonly 
lIsed nonprobability survey indications follow. 
/<a(io to lal/d: Rdatiol\<; of ;111 ill'111 to total 
land in farms can be estimated from survey data. 
UM.!d primarily for crops, the sample total acre~ 
age fl)r a specified crop is di"ided by the saJllpk 
lOla I fal'Illl;lnd acreage. Tlli:- provides a I11li1asure 
of the proportion of fnqnland acre;lgcs used for 
individual crops. The relatiuns of any two items 
on the questianllairL~ can hc estimated in this 
manllcr. 
Ratio 10 /Jase: This indication is !>imilar Lo the 
abm'e but the control \':lriahle. sllch as capacity 
of feecllot~ or grain lltoragC$, is known in aUl'ancc 
and is part of the sampling frame, The ratio c$ti-
Hlatcci from tile sample totals can be expanded by 
the klll1Wn base totals r~lr the popUlation. 
A I'('I'(/,£:[' pC'I' fal'm: A \'crages per fanll estimated 
from survey data arc used to estimate livesLock. 
The~e averages can he <IssClciaterJ wilh estimates 
of farm numbers. Averages obtained from mail 
slIl .... eys can be qllite bin~cd because or widely 
varied farm sizes, which may not be propC'rly rep-
resented among SlI\'vey J'cspandcnls. 
Matched ,.aporls: Estimate~ of survcy-tn-survey 
changes can be made by matching "identical farm" 
reports from two sueces"ivc surveys. Thi~ indi-
catit)n has cOilllllonly been c"lleu tile I'currcnl/ 
current" ratio. fnLiicatiolls arc developed by ap-
plying sur\'ey changes to the previolls estimatcs. 
Care must be taken in thc m:ltchinp. process to 
assure that the reporting units are comparable 
bet ween surveys. Tile prncctiu re docs not Pl' I'm i t 
ne\\' opcrating unit~ to be included in the tabu-
lations. 
" variation of this proccdure is the "current! 
hislllrical" indication. which also llleaSLlres change 
from somc prcvinlls period. but data for the prior 
period is collectL'd llil the currcll!. questionnaire. 
For eX<llllpil:, a farmcr wt'uld be a~ked to I'l'port 
his prcviolls year'$ acrcHf'-c of caeh l'J'Op along 
with CllJTCllt year's acreH!!e, Till: advilntllgt' i:; that 
all reports can lie used for tabulation and no 
matching is required, but it has been found that 
the data reported by farnwrs f\,)1' the preceding 
yen!' are often subject to error because of memory 
bias or other rea~()n$. 
Yield illdicmioll.l': 1'I1ail.llurvcys have retained 
much of their w;dulllL'ss for estimating and fore-
casting crop yields. Perhaps Oil\.' rea:;on is thal 
yield~ do not \'Hry greatly by size of' farm. At 
harvest, actual yields can be -derived by obtaining 
han'cllted acreage and eOlllparable production 
data. Indications for forecasting yields arc hal-cd 
on repl)rts or eonditiL1I1 or probable. yield. Re-
ported conditioll COJlsi$ts of c"alu;ltions by grow-
ers and crop reporters of the sL:c of the current 
crop e>:prc!'scd m, a percentage nf a hypotiletical 
filii or normal crop. Expected or probable yield 
is likewise a subjective jud~l11ent1.1f erop prospects, 
but is expressed directly as yield pcr acre. 
Data intcrprcl'ation 
The assumptions Ihat musl be made to prepare 
estimates from llonprububility survey indications 
arc factors tilat limit survey reliability. Sevcral 
I1lCtllllds mosL frequently used for minimizing or 
inlnprcting the i"herent biases should be rnell-
,lioncd. 
Weighted lIl'('J'({gcs: A procedure for minimizing 
response biases is to use geographic or size group 
stratilication in ~lIlllmarizing the data. Known or 
estimated weigilh arc lIsed to weight stratum 
averagcs up to State estilllntes. The efi'eet of a 
poor distribution in sample respomc is minimized, 
providing respondents havc chnraclerislics similar 
to others in the snmc slrntlJl11, For example, crop 
yields would normally be expected to be morc 
alike within n crop rcporting district tl1:111 within 
an entire State. Average yields from the survey 
are computed at thc level of thL: crop reporting 
district and weighted to a Stale average yield, 11sing 
district c~til1latcs of crop aCj'c:Jge~ for weights. 
SiFt: group stratif1c:lti0n is used similarly. 
Cha/,Is: Most nonprobahility survey data arc 
interpreled in some way through charls which 
pictorially describe past relations of survey data 
to IInal estimates. The Illost common of thesc is 
the simple rcgression chart, \vhcre the relations 
arc plotted, using lhe horizontal axis for locating 
thc l1l:1gnitllde or past survey indications and thc 
vertical axi~ ror t'ol'J'csponliing estimatcs, Tbc 
statistician prepares lhe cstimate by determining 
the best-lit location 011 the graph conesponuillg 
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thc urrent sur\' 'y indication. Thc gra I in e -
pretatiull is frequcntly dlltH' visually. altholl h the 
Il1lcar regr' ~i~1I1 linc is u),ually COllll utcd and 
lolted to assi\t interplctati fl. Poinls on hc 
graph arc identi Icd by yt'ar so that re 'cnt car 
lcialtllll '" an bc gin'I mOll' innUt'flCC if desired. 
Tillle-~cI i '. chart ... arc u!>t'd for som' <;ommodi-
ti ·S. '1 he horil.Ontal axis is II'. 'd for thc )'cqllenlial 
pl(llting of time. and the Jr\'c1s of indil'ations and 
stilllates arc indicated on thc vertical axis. J ndi-
:!tions and the corn'sponding estimates arc dis-
tinguished by diIT rent types of Jincs drawn to 
~how IcsPCCfi"c )car-to ),c,lr changes. Currcnt es-
timates arc ~t't with the available knowledge of 
these p:\~t lclati ns bet\ een the level of cstimates 
and unc), indications. 
Trend is an important con!>ideration for some 
stimates, particularly in developing rrop yicl 
fore ra .. ts . A time-series chart in addition to a 
regr ssion ch:lrt is sometime used for this pur-
pose . The regression chart is used to present the 
usu:ll survey-estimate relationship. D\.!\'iations 
from the regression line afC pI Oiled on the time-
series chart. The..,e de iations plotted sequentially 
illu!.trate the eITect of lime and allow" projcctirt<l 
to he madc. /\nother method usC's time as a sec-
ond variabl' for developing a multip1e-rt'gr ~!,j:m 
ind i ation. I n this way an al\o\\'anc~ for t( nu i 
incorpOl <lted into the indication. dditional ari-
ahlcs. such as precipitation, arc occa iOilally used 
in developing the l11ultiplc-regrt's. ion indication. 
Probability Surveys 
Estimate,> can be made from prolnbility sur-
veys without depcndence on prior survey re-
lations 01 benchmark data. With known prob-
ahilities. raw data arc expand d into unhiased 
c),timatcs of currcnt agriculturnl activities. /\Iso. 
sampling errors arc computed tbat provide thc 
~tatistician with a tool for eV;Iluating the reliability 
of cst im:ttcs gencrated. Sampling rrors not only 
pmvidc measures of pn'cision, but the sources of 
~ampk val iation arc lIseful in optimizing sample 
de~igns and allocations. The quality f statistics 
deriwd ftom probability survey data usually ju ti-
Iks thl'ir highcr costs. 
lJ asie c()n~idcl alions for slI rvey reliability arc 
sampling framc, survcy tk"ign. and. ample size. 
1':I<:h is impoltanl in m.tintaining sampling elrors 
at accl'ptablc k\'cis, although onstraints 11 sam-
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CHAPTER:1. SAI\II'L1N(i METIIOIJOLOCY :\ND ESTlI\(ATION 
pie size arc frequently imposcd by budget limita-
I iOlls. t\1 casu res of nons:tm 1'1 i ng errors an: rarely 
available. Much clfort is made to minimize poten-
tial non\:lmpling errors through survcy training 
prograllls, questinl1nairc dc:;ign and testillg, pro-
viding precise sur\'l~y procedurcs, aad utilizing 
comprehensive editing systems. 
Enumerative survey 
1n SRS "cnuJl1cl'cllive ~urvey" refers to area 
frame sample surveys in which data arc collected 
by personal intervie\\'. '1 he basic (;stilllator used 
for area frame 5l1r\'l~y data is tile unbiaseu direct 
expansion. Raw survey data from caeh segment 
arc expilnded by the reciprocal of the probability 
of selection. Estimates arc gCllcrally computcd at 
the stratlllll le\'c1 for analysis purposes, bul in-
fercnces from cl1lllllerati\'e surwy data arc seldom 
made hclll\v till' State Jt:\el, bectlu)e ()[' n:lati"e1y 
large sampling errors. Segmcnts are the primary 
sampling units, hcncc tract data must bc SUJ1lll1cJ 
to the segmcnt level. Sal1lpling errors are then 
determincd from the vnri:ltion between segll1ellts. 
Ratios and ratio cstim:ltors are also ~tllizeJ 
with data from arco rran1e <;lJrVC\·S. The~e es-
[il1l:ltcs nrc p:trticul:lrly helpful' ill evaluating 
changcs from survey to survey. For the JUllO 
enumcrative survcy, ratios arc compuleJ by com-
paring current survey data with previous-ycar 
data for identical segments. Ratios are coniputed 
at each Icvel of Slllllll1tll)', hencc biases inherent 
in ratio estimates arc minill1i7.ed. 1.11 expanding 
previous and current matehcd data, consideration 
i<; givcn tll the fraction of tntal sampling lInits that 
are cOll1parabk, II' ~() percent of the sl'gments 
ill a stratum al e identical (i'lllllm'ing it 20-pcrcent 
:lIlnll:t1 rotation sehemc), all expandeu matchcd 
data would be dhidcd hy .naddiliollal !'''l'l\)1' of 
O.~. This allows 1'01' \':lriati(lns ill the rlltation 
schel1lc. The ratio l'stim:Jle is dcri\'ed Iw ilI1111vinp 
. . '" 
thc r:!lio to thc direct l'xl1;Jnsion l'stilllate frolll the 
pn:vitllls year's surwy, Estimated sampling errors 
ta ke intn :lCCOlIllt thl! l'orrelati()n or cO\'ariance 
of the matched d:lla .. 
A third estimator is derived fmm a. ratio to 
land an:n. This c~til1latC1r is cllicicnt for major 
~t:Ops and other itclll'i tlinl arc highly correlated 
with land area. The actu,tl area of l'[Ieh ~eglllcnl 
is mcasured frolll n scaled aerial photugraph. The 
IS 
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relation of l'ach itcm tolhc measured area is 
calculnled lind this ratio .is applu:d to the total bast 
land area at thc State le"el. All concepts of ratios 
and ratio cstilllatcs apply; howe vcr, the base or 
total 1[Jlld area is assumcd to be known without 
crror. 
Somewhat morc difikult arc the. thcoretical 
Cl)llcepts associated with ilubscquenlarea frm~e 
surveys in which :111 .June tracts arc firsl classified 
into strata and their subsnmpled. Although it is 
a two-:--t,lge sample dcsign, tlle second stage of 
~:II11plillg is not confined to primary sampling 
ullits, as iI is in cluster sampling. instencJ, the 
second st:lgc of selection is among all tracts elassi-
Ikd according 1(1 predetermined critcria usin!! the 
June infllrm:ltion, With this s:\1J1plillg schel~1e it 
is quill' likely that some segments will have no 
tracts selected in the ~amplc. Unbiased dircct-
expansion estimatcs can still be generated by 
associating the probabilitics of selcction (prob-
:Ibilities at thc first stage of selection multiplied 
by probabilitics at the second stage) with the clata 
ror each tract sall1pled. The ditllculty ariscs in 
cl)mpllting saillpling errors. The concept assumes 
a product estimator where the factors arc a popu-
lation estimate for loLal number of tracts within 
each clas~ification and an cstimatcd average tract 
valuc for tracts within each classification. 111e 
v:lriallec cOlllponent as<;t)ciatcd withe~til11ating the 
Ilumber of tracts is computed from the June 
enllll1crnlive survey, whereas the component for 
bct wccn-t ract variation must come from current 
survcy data. 
Ratio estillla!()rs are also uscd for surveys 
ba!>cd 011 sllbsalllpics of .JlIne arca tracts. The 
ratios are computed by relating current data to 
JUlle data, Tile Junc enull1crative survey dlrect-
expansion estimate becomcs the basc [or COl11-
Pllti ng a rat io estimate. These estimates arc par-
ticularly useful for the July acreage update survey 
where correlations are very high between actual 
planted acreages and those reported during the 
June enumerative survey (which in some cases 
are intended plnntings). 
Multiple-frame survey 
The general estilllation Illodel for multiplc-
frallle survcys based 011 a list and area sampling 
franlc is: 
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\\ h 'I~ • '.. tit' c~lilllatcd tolal fur the p)r 
liull 1 Ihe pllpuialion indll) 'J 
Illy in Ih ' all'a fl ame; 
X.I IIt~ c~lill1i1Il'd 1l)la) fm Ih' pupu-
lalinn indlll.kd in bul h r.am~),. 
l',)mplll~'d 1111111 IIIl' ;11 ,'a ... aml'k: 
;" .. 1 :' Ihe eo,timall'd lotal fDr thl' p"pu-
laliLlIl inl'iulkd in holh II ;1I11~~. 
I)JUpulcd fWIII the lisl salllpk; 
.1I1J p i q - j 
:111 '1.' :\ 1 and \ '.1\ al~ IWI) illlkp'ndl'lIl I.'qi· 
1Il .. ll" "f Ihl' ~aJlle Pl1PIII.Ili('1I to\'\:dap dIlJll;lill), 
.111~ \ ,till,', Ilil Ih~ wci!!hl' P alld q "hich ~lllll 
III I "ill "Illvidc lInbi,I ... ~d e~lilllall'~. )pllllll1lll 
\"'I).!hh \\111 \1' iIlH'l'.d) I'II'Ptirtillll;IIIO Ih,' \;lIi-
,lIh'~" a)'\l"i,lted "ith cach l' ... tilllatc. III placti,"" 
\\ l'l!!ill .111.' I'lcdl'ICllllilll'd. IItili/illg 1IlIIIrm:tti"11 
fll'llI plior ~lIrH'y~, Th' \ ;tluc of lJ is 11\11:111)' 
1.lr!!,' alld is ." ... 0 'iatcu \\ ith the grcater cllkit'nc) 
I,f Ih,' li'l Ir;IIll,'. Fnr Ih",t,lck '1I1\e)" \alllc, 
"f I' () dlld q ) arc uscd, This cquation i., 
l,hCII rd,'11 cd tll as a "~CI Cl'lIillg" eslimator. ) n 
I h~' "IIian 'c computation , :--':.1 alld , .... all' Clln· 
'I,kl,'d 1H'llllhkl'l'ndcnt C(lmI'IlOcllt~ 0f Ihe l'~ti-
1ll ,llin).! ,'quation. 
LillI..' lI,e ha ... 11,','n madc of ratios and ralio 
l',l illl.tlC ... ill mulliple·flamc salllplin!!. Dileet-
1.'\I',IIl, i"1l l"tilllal,', haw 1'1I1\'cn til hc dli'il.'nt 
and alhl\\ ,,1mplele fkxihillt) in lkvelopillg lhe 
... alllpllll!! rlan for cach sur",:)" 
Object; e )';eld sur ey 
OhJcCli\I.' ~il'IJ "'UI\~' ~ plmid..: l'IllP ~il'ld ill-
fllllll,ttilln fl'I c·;tiJ1l;\t~'~ Ill' II'I"l';\'I' h:I'I.'d dill'l,tly 
Ill) 'IHlllt\, 1111.'01. UIClIIl'III" ;llId ""Igilt-. Ilf till' 1.'101' 
mOldl' I hlln ,mIdi pIIlI~ ill a probahility ~l'b:lillll 
I.f ~,lIllpk lidd ... , Wh,'11 a l'lOI' is maWrl' and 
rl'ad~ fllr h;II\l'sl. yield call he c,timated hy har-
,,"I i 11.' alld w..:i!!hi ng pro 111..:1 iOIl frolll I hc"c pints 
(If \" lh'\\,11 sill' alld l'xl'alldill~ t(' a yidd p..:r aele. 
'I hi, m..:thl'd of pn'han'c't ~alllplillg 10 e~tilllate 
~ icld, i" (1ft~'11 IdCI ll.'d to a~ • ... ·lOp l'lIltillg." :illl· 
il ,lr l'fllcedlll,'\ arc IIs'<1 for trcc crops, hilt yield 
i, '('IIlP"I'd ill tl.'mb pf rn,tiuclillll pCI' tlCC alld 
Ilh,,'n ,llitlll" arc 1I,".llIy IIt:1lk nn ,;Illlpkd lillilh. 
Fl'r ,I lIIallll~' er,11'. c .. til1lating )'idd h~'l'IIIllC ' pri· 
1Il ,II il~ a .. alllplill!, 1'1"\11..:111. ' I h('nrl'ti,':tlly. ~,lIn­
I'lL', 'an b' lksigm'd til plodllCC 'slilllal,'s of yil'ld 
\ ilh allY dcsircd d 'grl'c Ir prc' isi n, 
Thl' ~:tIllC ... alllpling conside rat ion, :lrc impor-
lant for l)bjccti\' Mil Vl')lS IIw) ill forecasting 
k id .. , III addllllln, ('arly· ... ea.,on Ilant eharacler-
i Iil' .. 11\11,1 he ilkntifi..:d which ,'an he U~l' I 10 
prl'dil't idd al mallll it), A flll('casl modd (oftcn 
a I q!II..',~illn l'qll<llinn) 1,,1' tLl be .developed 
Ihat til ,: ribes Ill\' Il..'lalillll\ hCl\\Cl'lI the prcdic-
lion variahks and llll' final OlltC()III'S. Fr ail 
('1'01", il is ll',u:tlly hdpflll to ana l) Ie yidu in lerms 
of t\\O CUlIIpllllt'lIh: 1IIIIIIwr of fillil~ alld wdghl 
pCI' fIlii!. Rcli<lble rorecasts of nllmber of ma-
lurl.' Cluit ... arc rl'addy possible, sincc n\ll~t plants 
sl'l fruit at a faill~ ('ally "Iagc of maturity, ltkllli-
fyill!! lI\eflll plallt ('hal actl'rislics and pr'dieting 
w('irill IWI fillit is 11 H Ill' dillit'ult, sill 'C !!rowth of 
thc fnllt Iypil'aily IlntillllcS IIntil maturity, 
An additional Caclnl' of ) ield which must he 
tah'n illil aceuunt fIll SRS c ... tilllatc~ i~) h.ln·esl-
illg Ill,,,. Billingical (!!ro\s) yidds ('an he esti-
mated frolll plchan'csl ohjcetivc samplillg but 
the~ ... · l').lim,ltc~ o\'Cfslall' thc prodllctioll that is 
aClllally hall led fl Dill fkld~ and can enter markel-
illg l'll:t 11 nels, To l'~limale lIel yield, "'pccial pnsl-
hal \ I.,~t 'III \ ey, al(, (,onducted to I11ca~urc all 
1'llldllcti"1I rCJll:llnil1l! in lidd ... aft ... 'r h.l" c,t. 1 hc,e 
Ills~,". \\ hich al C I11c,I'iur,'d hy gkal1inl,! small 
. al11pk 1'1111'> iml1h'diatl'ly following halvcsl, must 
hc ... uhtracteu from !!J'Oss ) ield, 
Field ClOPS: 
'OIlCCl't o; and t!1'lIl'ral mel hodolng' u. cd in 
objccli\l' ~un'l'y~ for fllrt'Casling alld cstimating 
) icld ... arc ~il1lil,1I fm all fi 'h i crops, ';II1)P\c lielos 
arc ~du:ICd fnlfll fidJs idcntilied during thc June 
~'nulIl,'r;llivc !tUl\C)' as having the crop oC inlelest. 
" ...... 1,'l1tatll' samplillg schenll.' i ... u!ted for , elec-
tion, foll(\wing a !!l'()~raphil:al arran!!l'[1ll'1l1 oC 
lidd .. , Sdf·w,·ightillg ~;lIl1pk~ arc achic d by as-
signing prllhabilitil''\ of :-..:icction \\ hich al": pro-
Pllrtiollal to e\pamkd lil'ld a(, lcages. Th is facili-
I.ltl" ... 11 m 111:1 I i/aliull and ha .. pl'll\cn 10 \)(' dli'icnl 
for cstllll:ttin!! p"rpo\,'s. I ),crvations arc made 
lin two 1.lIldl'/Illy "'l'kl'led plllt: (unit .. ) in cach 
of I hI' sdl'l'l~'d fields , 
Ohjn'ti\l: yil'ld sur",)', ar,' planned 10 l'oincidc 
\\ith Ih,' pllhlicalion oC prnductinn f 1I'l",\,ls and 
c'lilll:tll" in the Jllollthly Cll'l' PI (lduClillll rcpmt. 
Dllring Ihl' fi.,l "111'\\')' n\(1nth, unp mallllit)' will 
\,11 ) l'lll),i(kiahly hy all'a of Ih' coull try. "ppr -
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CHAPTER 2. SAMPLING 1\IETIIODOLOGY AND I.',STlt-.lATION 
priale counts, measuremcllts, and othl:r observa-
tions arc made for each salllple Ihat \\ ill be lISCU 
in Ihe foreea'st models. Plant characteristics u!>cu 
as prediction variabk:-; change as maturity pw-
gresses. At un early stage, for example, a count 
of plants I11lly be the pnl)' data available, but it 
is valuable ill forecasting the number of I\WLUrc 
fruits. If no eharacteri~tics arc m'ailabk to predict 
wcight per fruit, historical averages will be uscd 
for the sample. As the crop matures, other vari-
ables become important. ,\ctllal fruit counts arc 
uscd, and weights and mcasurements of tht:! im-
mature fruits arc often userLlI in predicting final 
weig.ht per fruit. Simple linear:- and ll1ultipJc-
regression mouds arc 1l10~t often lIsed to describe 
past relations between the prediction variables 
and the fiJl:iI observations at maturity. Typically, 
relations observcd ovcr the preceding 3-ye'lr pe-
riOtI arc llsed in currcnt forecast equations. Fore-
casts or gro~s production arc computed for each 
sample. Plots for most crops incillde t\\'o adjacent 
rows of predetermined length. 1v!casurel11ents arc 
made to determine row spacing so that conver-
sions can easily be maul' to yield pCI' acre, An 
adjustment. is made for expected harvestil1i2- losses, 
hased on past averages. Individual sample yields 
arc averaged to anivc at' Statc estimates. Sampling 
crrors arc based on variation betwecn sample 
yiclds. 
As the season j1l'llgresscs and crop:-; mature, the 
individual sample yields provide clata for esti-
mates rather than forecasts. Final pl'charvcst ob-
servations nrc maLie as ncar h~lrve"t as pract icable. 
Similarly, for hest results it is desirahle to LIp the 
postharvest work illlllledi~ltely following fal111er 
harve~l. When the information is availablc, actual 
harvesting losses arc used in computing net yields. 
Tree crops: 
Sampling ·[nU11cs used fm selectIng blocb; 
(fields) of trees havc been develuped by variolls 
means. In S0111e cases, IH~arly complete li})ts of 
gnm ers, chl$sified by size of l1peratk)n, havc bel'll 
made available through trad..: (lI' marketing aSSL>-
ciations. Area fJ'llIl\e.~ have been cunstnlcted by 
idcntifying block:-; nC trees on tlcri~il phntllgraphs. 
Strmiliealioll acelln.ling to age of trce reduces 
sampling variahility in ~()ll\e applieatilHls. In 
ndditil1l1 to its lt~cS in ~amplil1g, till' fnll11l' usually 
becol11es th,' basis for estimating the pllpulation 
o( trees. 
Blocks of trees are samplcd with probabilities 
proportional to the 11umber of trecs or acres, 
which results i11 a self-weighting ~lllllp1e. Counts 
are lIsually made 011 two to fOllr trees per block. 
A ranlion\ met hod is lIsed for ~clecting a "pivot" 
tree with additional count trees selected nearby. 
This cluster rcduces counting time .within the 
hlock. The random-path mel hod is commonly 
llsed for selecting count limbs on a tree. Begin-
ning at the base and procecding up the tree, a 
randol11 selection is madc at each p()int of branch-
ing ulltll n COlillt limb of suitable sizc is obtained. 
Probal'ilities proportiollal (0 the cross-sectional 
arellS of the limb:; <Ire llsually used in the selection 
process to gain sampling enlciency. An allemative 
to tlie random-path mcthl)d is !o select a primary 
limb as dcscribed. but map out the remaining 
branches into suitable COllnt limb sections. A ran-
dom choice of one or more of these sec lions can 
thcn be llsed for counting purposl's. On mature 
trees, 5 to lO percellt of thl~ trec is usuaHy 
counted. The probabilitics assodnted with each 
stage of selection must be uscd in expanding the 
limb counlS to an estimate of fruit pCI' tree. 
Once fruit is set, forecasting beCClmes the. task 
of projecting drop and growth. Iv10Sl droppagc 
occurs immediately following bloom, after whieh 
the fruit counts becomc relatively stable. Predict-
ing weight of mature fruit is done by relating im-
mature sill' or weights to final weights. Drop and 
growth palterns observcd in past surveys are a 
req u i I:Cl11en t for thc curren t forecasts. 
Periodic surveys arc used to update the projec-
tions of fruit drop nnd growth until harvest. An 
alil1\\'ance must be made for fruit remaining after 
harvest, panicullirly if mechanical harvesting 
equipmcntis to be used. Since blncks arc thc pri-
mal'y sampling units, s:lll1pling error':; of estimated 
production pCI' tree arc computed from variation 
between blocks. 
PREPARATION OF ESTIMATES 
Fllrecasts :Ind estimates represent the combined 
dTort of hoth the State Statistical Olllces (SSO's) 
alld the Wll~hil\gt()n, D.C., ullkes, Most sample 
data arc l:oilected, edited, sumll1ariz.cd, and ana-
lyzed in the SSO's. State ~LHtis(ician:; preparc the 
initial r(lr~~asts or estimatcs for their Slates anti 
trllilslllit lhem with supporting data :11)(.1 Cl)[lUllCllts 
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CIIAPTII{ 2. SAl\II'LlN() METIlODOI.OGY AND ESTIMATION 
to the Crop RePlll'tillg Board in Washington 'for 
fl,\·il;\\,. An c:xplanation lIr lInllsLlallocal conditions 
Of other pcrtillL'nt inrormation afl'ecting an esti-
mate is given in the !-.tatisticiall\ C\l1l11l1l'I1l:>. 
In \\'a~hinl!tlln, the Stalc data nrc slllllmarized 
nationally fOl~ cach item. b,tinH\tl's reClllllllll'lllkd 
by the Stale stati~ticial1s arc rl'vie\vcd by COlll-
n;odity ~pccialists oi' thl.' Crup RL'ptll'ling Board. 
The re\'ic'.';ers IHI'·c all the sur\'\~y infurmaliull that 
WllS H\'ail~lbk to sUltislki:\ns in the Stalcs :lI1d can 
e\'aluate thl' dn\<! at the natillilal and rcginnal 
leycls. For mallY cllll1llwdilies, StalL' survey indi-
cations arc slIlllllled rul' the U.S. IL'wl anti a na-
tion,,1 estimate is sL'l lirst. The~c pnl.ccliures per-
mit thc lise or check data and other survey 
inforJ11ation available at I he national Jew!. For 
eXl1l11pk, ~lll11e of the plobability survey d:lta are 
extrclllcl\, \ aluable al the national :lnd rl'gion;lI 
lewis, b~l tlrc more limited in yaltll, for Statc est i-
ll1atcs bl.'cause of relatin'ly large sampling errors. 
For all Ilwjnr cOIllJ1lodities, including li\'c~tod 
species and crops illentilll'd as speculativc, mCI11-
ber~ of n j'llrllllll CI\lP IZeporling Board C(lIlVClle 
tll rcvicw und adopt the ol1icial estillHltes. ]~;Il:h 
mcmber llwkcs ;11l inuepcnticnt illtL'rprel:llilln or 
all available data nnd reCllmJ11Cnlls an estilllnll:. 
The Chairman of the lhiard re,iew::; these reeOlll-
ll1clHJations and reconciles difl'erences of opinion. 
RESEARCH 
SRS WJltillually Cllllllucts rcscarch ainled. 
impro,·ing the quality ~lf its services to the puhlic. 
The principal an:as ul' study arc briclly described 
hcILl\\'. 
Sampling-Frame Construction and 
Mailltenance 
Through .the past se\'l~ral ycars research and 
opcrational expcrience havc re~lIltl'd in lIll cvolu-
til)1l Ill' arl';! frame cl1llstrllctillJl .. l\l(l~t Stnks now 
h:l\\' a Innd area S;lIllplillg rralllC based 011 strati-
fication l)f land accl)rdillg tn agricllltilral lise. A 
rcccilt au\ CIl! lotlll' ha\ic de!,ig,n II1IS Ill'en thcllse 
\lr illterpelldrating ~:llllj1ling tll sdcL'l units rrom 
till' frame. Within a 1:ln<l U~L' slrlltllill a set or indc-
Pl'lHlclll samples are ~l'IeL'tcd, u~ing :t random 
1llt'11l\1d. Interpenl.'lr:lting ~:II11pliJ1g faeilitates :in 
(lidc"y l'l'latitlll plan of sampling units fill' cllll-
Illl'ration. Othcr ad"ilnlngl:~ tll\: that a replication 
call bl.! used a!:; an illlkpl.!Jldent l'~tilllating sample 
for special purposes. and thc land use ~t('atum 
variance lllay he cOl1lputcd quitl' 1.!1Isily by using 
(he replicall:d meiln!> or totab. 
Rcsearch in !ant! :u\'a sampling-frame construc-
tion centers on finc luning, or inlrnducing greater 
etlkicilcy ill t hc Jl1et hodoltlgy. eu rrell\ investiga-
tions ClJ\'l'l' optilllum stratiliclltkln allt! ~cglllcnl 
size; ways to improve accuracy lind quality-control 
mea!oul'es; anti I'xl'll>I':Ition of new frame mate-
rials, such as high-altitude or satellite pl1oto-
grilph~. Since the land tlIea S[lml'ling frame is the 
only Clllllpietl: slImplillg fi'l!l1le, SRS must maintain 
[lild illlprn\'e the dlicicllcy or its us~, even though 
SRS relic~ hcavily 011 (hc sophisticated application 
of list fiie~ as a paI'lially complete frame for esti-
mUlit)Jl. 
A sl'colld are:1 of research is in developing 
llaJllC list liles suitable for lise ill multiple-framc 
sampling. ,\ lllnjor problem as!>ocii\ted with con-
stl'lICtillg sllch a lile is idcntifying duplication of 
Ilamcs within the lile. The process or idelltifying 
duplicati~1I1 lI!,illg computeI' technology is called 
"record linkn(!c." SI)ccii1callv, n:cord linkage 
~ • I 
brings togl,ther two llr m()f'e separately recorded 
pieces of information concerning the IHlJ1lC of a 
particulaJ' individual or operation. Tasks within 
the overall hcading of reconi'linkagc include data 
manipulatioJl (the l)!'oces~ by which unlike records 
are rest ructured to make lill'Jl1 more compilrablc 
without clwnging thc hasie inrormation) and infor-
ll1ation COlling (the process of removing variations 
or alpha or numeric information by substituting a 
COllllllon code system). By performing the~c two 
slL'ps, t he similarity of records Iws becn increased 
without clwllging their information content. Once 
thes\! two pmccsscs arc cOlllpleted, it must be 
decided if individual record:,: arc linked wieh Gt.hcr 
records. Probabilities arc lI~ed by a model to 
create the likclihOl)cJ of link 01' nonlink, and a , 
hypothesis tl.'~1 is used in deciding if t\\'o rccords 
arc indeed the same. Finally, a mcthod is devel-
oped hy which information gained abOul llarne 
rl'cmlis may he retailled Sl) thaI lbe process of 
idenlifying uniquc li~t name :wlllpling units im-
provcs over tilllc tbrough survey usc. 
Nonsampling Error 
Rc!-.c:trch on nOllsampling crror~ is directed at 
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the ~lIr\'cy as all im;trllillent tn IllCnSIII:l' certain 
items of interest, ~lIch <I!> erup acreage or numbers 
of livcstock. 
Nonsampling errors arc to be distinguished 
fmm the sampling error, whkh ariSl!s fro/l1 the lise 
of a sample rather than the elltire ulliverse of 
clelllents to he studied. All uther typl'~ of error 
arc called "Illlllsampling CITUl's." a term often 
loosely considercd as sylHlnyll1l1US wil h "re~pol1~e 
errors" and "measureillent errors." NOllsllmpling 
errors arc I1llt Ilecl'~sarily rel;lted to the :-.i/.e uf the 
sample, as tl/\! sal11plilll! errurs. They may arise 
from Crrllr~ or lllcnsllrenwnt, sinee illl)' measuring 
instrument will vary in its nilility to mcasuI'C prc-
cisely the item of inl-cl'l!:-'(, A survey is wbject to 
many S()llrces of llon~al1lpling crrors: The fmllle 
may be ullsatisfactOl'Y, salllple sl'lcelion may he 
biased, qLlc!>tiollllaire desigll may be deficiellt, 
improper illformHtion 111<1Y bl: recorded, mistakes 
may be made in pruccs~ing the data, and data may 
be missing hecause or lack of respnn~e, etc. 
Unlike samplillf! errors, nonsul11pling errors 
present c(ll1siticrable clifliclilty ill the es{jmation of 
the vari;lbility thaL may be a:-.:-,ociated with lh':l11. 
It may he possihle to l1lew;urc SOllle particular. 
component or such error:-., but ihere may still exist 
SOl11l: UIlKnOl\'n COl11jlUllclltS. :\s a result, there has 
becn litlie practical worK donc in the nrea or c:;(i-
mating Ilonsampling crrors. Morc progress has 
been maLic in identil'ying sources or J111nS,llllpling 
C rt'ors. 
Identil'ying the :mun:es of 11l1llsalllpling errors 
is th..:: !irst ~tcp in dcvL'ioping procedures ttl I'l'-
mOVe them. Analysis of iiurvey data and compari-
son of results of intkpl'lldellt surveys llleH!,lIring 
the same itellis Illay intiiC:lte sources Dr nonStllll-
pIing errors. SOl11etillh.'s :-.uch analyses or compari-
sons indicate thalIHlllsanl\,lillg errors arc prcscnt, 
but do not iticntHy the sources. Ir this l1CClIrs, an 
altCJ'native is {o rcillll'rvicw by an Intlepentielll 
method thm is con!>itlered {n he l1lore neclirntG, 
This can be done willi a slIh!>:ll11pie of SlIl'wy re-
spondents. II is asslimed tlin{ the rdlllcrvicwing 
tcam is il ll1on~ aCClirak ille:lsllring ill!-ltrullll'nt, 
because hetter illll'r\'il'lv\:'r~ arc used alld till' ques-
tionnaire i~ strlletul\:d ill gretltL'l" {iL-tilil to J'l'l'enl 
the correct vailies if they ;Ire IW{ ~lbtaillablc by a 
dirl'et qUl'~tion. 
After sources of nllJ\s:lIl1plillg l'I'rnn; arc idellti-
fied, it is nccessary (0 liI.:I'c\OP pnlcetillJ'es to 
Illeasure the degree to which they atTcel the i(cms 
of intercst. One procedure is ((l lise replicated 
sampling to build into a survey an cxperimental 
comparison of sel'l'ral dirrerl1n{ IlleaslIring proc-
esses, prol'iding tlie ml'asuring tiL-vkes do not have 
the samc type nf systl'lllatie crrors. Anothcr prn-
ccdllrc is to assi!-,-11 replications to interviewers to. 
determine the variabililY in survey data that is 
;Ittributable to the inlervicwl'rs whcn it is not a 
syslcll1ntic crror. The idea is to make part of thc 
surl'ey a C(1lltrolled experiment with precautions, 
such as randomization, that nre typical of good 
ex pL'ri Illent at iOIl. 
Refusals arc responsible for parl of thc n011-
sillllpling crrors due to nonrespollse. Procedurcs 
ilrc devclupcd and tested not only to reduce the 
number OJ' refusals, but [Ilso to provide estimates 
of those t hal remai 11 refusals. 
Remote Sensing 
"Rel11ote scnsing" mcans mcasuring an object 
or phenOllle1l0n f'rom a distance, w!Jcther by pho-
tography or olher radiometric tecbniljllC using 
microwave instrull1ent:" spectroradioml.:ters, l11ulti-
spectrul sctlnnl'rs, etc. Thesc measurcmcnts arc of 
ekctromagnetic cnergy which is cmittcd, scut-
·tered, or rellec{cd by the objects observed. DifTcr-
cnt objccts rclurn t1ilkrent kinds and amounts 
of' energy. Remote scnsing utiUzes these dctectablc 
dilrl'J'el1ees to itkntify ground objects or phe-
nOIllCllll from the air or from space. 
Crop idellt iflcn t ion and acrenf!e mcasurement 
have becn rcclignized as potential applications of 
rel110le sensing. An ideal ~Ipprnnch mighl be to 
make ~lcre:lge cstimates [rom scnsor information 
eVl:ry 24 hour~, but tile data-handling problem 
;In(\ Ihe lack oj' an nil-weather sensor system 
11l:1kl':; this impossiblc except ill spccial situations. 
Consequelltly, othcr ways have to bc found to usc 
remote-scnsing data. 
SeVl'ral possible approaches arc; (l) double 
~ilmplillg 01' ll1ultl~tilgc sampling, (2.) l11ulliple-
fnllilG samplillg, or (3) lI~illg space imagery as an 
arL'a frume on whiL'lI hJ'()ad land u;,c classifications 
havcbcell dl1llc. This Ial\tI lise ciassilieatiol1 woulJ 
then be used ill dl'~igl\il\g a stratilicd sample. Or 
~p(Jce imagcry could be used as a rrame from 
whicli onc cOllld s~'lcct :!;,ubsnmplc of aircrtlft 
l1i!jht strips anti, within Hight strips, selecl area 
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CHAP'II'I{ 2, SAMPLING METIIODOLOGY AND ESTIMATION 
\l'gtnl'nts, These area ~l'gtnents could thcn be 
phnt\lgraphctl at a larger scale or enumerated on 
the grl1l1lld, This is 11 ll1ulti:;tuge ~alllple using sev-
Clal dilTncnt kind~ of inlol'mation, 
Like\l'i~e, space imagery or a county or State 
(ould be c1as!>ifkd ~Icc(lrtling to the crops of intcr-
c~t. From this classification one would select a 
~alllple (or use an l'xisting !-.ampk) of area seg-
ments allli collect the necessary information abollt 
the!>c arCU$ on the grollnd. This is a double-sam-
pling technique in which the spaCe information is 
till' largc s1tmple, and ground survey provides the 
J1)ore detailed information. 11' the cl)J're)ation bc-
tWl'clithc ground infnJ'lll:ttion and the spaee data 
b high, substantial gains can be realized in l11<1k-
in!,! crop estimates for the total al'ea, 
Space il11f1gery may '~t1so p\'\lvide more ellicienl 
l'~tin];i1es by providing supplementary data. For 
o;;ll11pk, it may be possible to classify Cl'llpS by 
frame units in the prescnt arca frame. This would 
1111:1111 that if aile were interested in corn, he could 
\ekct the sample from frame ullits with proba-
bility proportional to the acreage classified as corn, 
If the correlation between the classified corn acrc-
:ige and the actual acreage was high, gains 'in esli-
1I1;llioll using ratio and regression techniques could 
hc realized. 
Until an all-weather satellite i~ developed, an 
l,~timatillg technique must he developed that can 
he lIsed where satellite co\'erag,e is incomplete, 
OnL' s(1lutioll is to lise l1lultip\C>-fl'illl1c estimating 
1"L'hniqllcs, sllch as using the space imagery to 
C\til11:1te thc cloud-free area, and the ;\erial piloto-
!,!raphs nnd ground cnulIlcration estimates 1'01' the 
arl'a covered by clouds un the space illlagery, 
'I hen, by proper wcighting, :tll three data sllurces 
arl' clll11bined lo obtain an cstimate I'or the lotal 
ar,'a, 
Rel110te sensing has ~nI11L~ potential in livestock 
l'~tin\:ltinl1, particularly in h~\rd-to-gct-t() areas 01' 
in areas of nonre:-;pllnSL', At present, this approach 
i, limited to ~Ieritll photography with suflicicnt 
le~lll\ftion and to arca~ wherc livcstock occupy 
opcn arens, or "rca:.. with IinlilL'd vcgctlllion. 
Yield Forecasting 3ndEstimation 
R,',~nrch dirccted Inward the (kwlnpmcnt of 
phj~'':li\'e I11ctlll)d5 nr l'~till1;\tillg and fnrccilsting 
yields is eonduL'!cd \'111' a wide variety of crops. 
The cstimation of crop yields at harvest nnd forc-
c~lsting of yields yet to be reali/.ed arc two distinct 
pha!>es of the research elrort. For most CJ'l)pS, thc 
development of Illcthmls of estimating harvesting 
losscs constitutes till atlditional pha'>c. 
Crop yield estimation is ba~cd on the observa-
tion of plant :Jilt! fruit characterbdcs Iust prior 
to harvest, at harvest, or soon after harvest is , 
compicted, Research in estimating biological yield, 
harvested yicld, and harve51. los$l's in\'o\ves de-
veloping 'methods which rely on !>tatistical sam" 
piing and estimation thenry, For purj1l1scs of cf-
neil-nl sampling and e~till1ation. it is often useful 
to treat yield as the product of col11pnncntssllch 
as weight or size per fruit, fruit per plant, and 
pi lin ts per acre. 
Forecasting of yields involves predicting whal 
has not yet happened. f\'letill1ds of fl)recasting the 
Iinal yield while a crop is still immaturc arc obvi-
ously more dillicult to develop than c:;timation 
procedures at harvest. Crop yields arc the culmi-
nation of many factnrs, These factors are gen-
erally associated with the plant, its locatioIl, 
weather, and prOlluction practices, The timing 
and interaction of weather factors find the c~~­
tn':lllcly cOlllplex interactions of all important fac-
tors make thl'lr direct usc in predicting final yields 
extrcmcly difTicult. Fortunately, ob:"cl'\'ntions of 
the immature crop can be made which are often 
useful in predicting the resulting yidd. Crops in 
fin immature stage of development nrc a reflection 
of the collective and interacting CO'0cls of these 
factors over a portion of the growing season, In-
asmuch as these slime factors also constitute a 
primary influence on the mature crl1p, observa-
tions m;l\.!c at an immature stage provide a good 
basis for yield forecasts. 
To develop successful methods L)f forccasting 
yields, it is neeess~lry to discover specific plant 
characteristics which arc useful predictors or yield. 
A cOlllprehensi\'e understanding of the fruiting 
belw\'ior of :t crop is the essential nr~t !>lep in the 
dC\'l~h)pll)ent of the predictive modds. Forcca5t 
models dc~igned to relate these clwraclcrislics to 
yield nr it!-. <':llI1lj1(Jl1el1ts may be based lIpon knnwl-
edge, vcrified by experimental stutiie'i, about 
plililt growlh alld ck'vclopmelll during the ~ca,,(lIl 
Hild limc-I'claled gnl\\'th pattel'lls, 'I"llis knowledge 
Iliil)' be ncquil'cd primarily througb agricullUrttl 
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CIIAPTER:!. S/\~JI'I.ING ~IETIIOJ)OJ'()(iY AND J:'; 1'It1IAT10N 
research. Special invGstigalivc wrvcys arc lllac\Ll 
10 1111 gaps in previous rL'!-.caleh and to adopt the 
1110dcls III curren! practices. III addition 10 models 
which rely Ull the I'qw;tlability of plan! gl'Llwth, 
and palterns ,ldjusted for cUl'l\:nt fr11it dewlt1p-
ment, regression models hased on the !Stability of 
pnl'Hil1cters betwecn yenrs arc in 11:-;e. These 
models often incorporate the devci(}pillCIlIaI stage 
of the planl and ils fruit in ortiL'r to utilize llniqllc 
model paral11eters for individual maturity t\Le-
goril:s by Stales or agricliltul'nl rL'giol1s. 
Forecasting erop yields al!-.ll requires cll1cient 
estiln:1tioll of variables llsed in the models which 
have bccn developed. Sampling and estimation 
theory is utilized to achieve this enicicney. SincLl 
salllpling wnsidcratinns are' llsually slIn1ciently 
cOlllpatiblL' for the predicti\'e variables and csti-
11l;l(es of linal yield: thc samc sampling dc:,i~~n 
can bL~ u~ed for obtaining both illlll1atllfc al\d ma-
tllre plant al1d fruit ohscrvations. Thus relatiollS 
bctw('en observations at variou~ stagl:s or maturity 
may be studied in' great dctjtil tiL the common 
e1cmclltary unit. level or at other levels in a hier-
archical i:iampling dcsign. r:l 
-..... ' .. ~ ), ..................... - ... 
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APPENDIX C 
THE RI!:MO'TE SENSING OF BARE FIELDS FOR CROP ACREAGE 
ES'TIMATION 
If automatic processing of LANDSAT digital data for 
full-scale crop surveys is to become a reality, the solution of 
crop classification problems by use of spectral signatures of 
growing crops is required. In particular, considerable effort 
mus'l: be expended on the technical problems of: (i) signature 
ex'l:ension (ii) supervised and unsupervised classification 
"learning" algorithms (iii) spectral signa't.ure analog areas, 
etc., ,all applied to the crops in var ious stages of their 
growth cycle. 
On the other hand, principal investigator Stanley A. 
l-10rain has done a successful Kansas lO·-county winter wheat 
study relying on the correct classification of freshly plowed 
"whea'c 'l fields - implying the in'l:entionto plant wheat - with 
subsequent adjustments due to the growth and harvestability of 
the actual wheat.* His method required visual interpretation 
of the imagery, and thus may not be found suitable for ada.pta-
tion to automatic processing. Concerning the difference in 
approach between Morain's study and others, note the following 
points: 
*Kansas Enviromncn:l:al And Resource Study: .A Great Plains Hodel; 
Extraction of Aql:icultur<::.l Statistics :(rom Z~TS'-l Data of Kansas I 
S .A. Horain, Type III" Final Report under conti'act NASS:=-2l82T,-"-
Task 4, February 1974. 
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(1) It is relatively "easy" to discriminate freshly 
plowed fields from the same fields covered with stubble from 
the last harvest, or fallow, i.e., containing some plant cover 
or containing worthless crops left to rot or used for forage. 
(2) Crop calendars, throughout the' world, are well 
known and documented (in the statistical sense) . ji f,rhis does not 
give one certainty as to what will be planted at a particular 
point in time in a specified field; but it provides a high 
probability that a known crop will be there, or in the case of 
crop rotation, that one out of two or three crops will be there.
 
(3) The intelligent use of crop, calendars, as by 
Morain, should provide an excellent database together with 
LANDSAT data from which to construct the initial acreage 
estimates. These must be corrected later for losses (very oc-
casionally also gains) due to hail, flooding, late frost, in-
sect infestation, blight qnd farmer's decisions not to harvest. 
These points are discussed in more detail in the notes at: the 
end of this appendix. 
Thus, the initial LANDSAT acreage estimates based on 
plowed fields correspond to USDA/SRS " p l an,ting intentions, If 
but of course are much more nearly objective. :F'urthermore( they 
Can be done on a near census-type approach, ra'ther than using 
a tiny probability sample with relatively large sampling errors.
 
*Agricultural Atlas 
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The crop calendars, which should be very detailed, contain the 
essential information for classifying with LAN DSA'l' a large 
fraction of agricultural acreage in the U.S. (also in other 
countries with similar agricultural practices) at the time of 
planting* - or shortly before. This provides a good estimate 
of planting intentions acreage. The fields should be catalogued, 
for later information retrieval, so that the growth of a 
healthy crop can be verified, or in cases of severe crop stress 
"the acreage can be accordingly reduced. Even"cually r the LANDSAT 
system may also be capable of detecting crop condition suf-
ficiently accurately to allow for the measurement of yield by 
using intertemporal data on already classified fields, thus 
supplying a complete remote sensing system for ob"l:aining crop 
production estimates. In the meanwhile, it is important that 
the acreage estima"tion be done as well as possible with LANDSAT. 
Investigators I'lho are "vorking ,'lith remote sensing of " 
growing crops as compared to bare fields appear to be attemp"ting 
to solve a much more difficult task, i.e., of resolving the in-
tricate spatial and temporal differences in spectral signatures 
of growing crops. 
Granted there is a need for ,this effort in attempting to develop 
a complete crop production measuxement system with LANDSAT. 
* 
Which varies both by crops and by country, and with-
in country, by latitude and geography as well. 
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But pioneers of the crop survey applications effort mi~ht have 
a better chance of succeeding in the near future if they would 
sta"~: with the acreage estimation, using the available informa-
t~on as to what most likely will be planted in the freshly 
plowed fields from knowledge of the local planting times. 
Writing in the Type III Final Report (1974) of "Kansas 
Environmental and Resource S·tudy: A Great Plains Model," Morain 
stated: 
"The resul·ts presented here demonstrate that a 
simple method for winter V-Theat identification may -be de-
veloped given an adequate prior knowledge of local environ-
ment and crop cycle. The method appears to be applicable 
to other crops if suitable distinct crop cycle events may 
be defined. Knowledge of tIle local environment is critical 
if the interpretation is to be successfully conducted. 
Components of the local environment data set can be taken 
directly from the ERTS-l imagery (Williams and Coiner, 1973) 
but other components are best developed at the local level. 
Furthermore, surface observations for a small number of 
fields from ~ach environmental area would be a necessity. 
The necessity for (1) surface observation, (2) knowledge of 
the local environment, (3) knowl~dge of the local crop 6ycles, 
and (4) the modest amount of equipment and training required 
to perform these interpretations make this me-thod .suitable 
for implementation at the local (county) level." 
No'rES 
1. Acreage nearly always decreases from planting 
time onwards through the growing season due to the simple fact 
th~t crops suffering various kinds of stress may be (i) plowed 
under (ii) left to ]~ot in the field (iii) destroyed comple-tely 
by hail or floods. Nevertheless, occassionally there are in-
creases due to replanting with another crop. B.g., a corn crop 
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is planted on May 1, damaged by flooding on May 15 and sub-
sequently plowed under in late May. The same field is then 
replanted with soybeans on June 1 resulting in a net loss of 
corn acreage, but a net gain of soybean acreage. 
2. Plowing a field under may be done at various 
points in the agricultural cycle: 
Q post-harvest and pre-planting, usually in Spring, 
G pre-harvest by farmer's decision relating to 
expected profits. 
In the latter case, various reasons for plow-under exist: 
@ to give nutrients to the soil, 
@ to allow for a second crop to be planted. 
Whenever plow-under occurs in preparation for planting a field, 
it is a normal part of agricultural practice. 
3. ~he economic decisi6n not to harvest crops already 
planted happens very infrequently in poor countries. In rich coun--
tries it may be done for reasons of crop stress, poor yield or low 
price expectations and is usually accompanied by plow-under. 
However, in the case of 1974 flooding in the Mississippi Valley, 
the crops were left to rot in the fields. If there is a decision 
to replant a field, it will usually allow a small time window 
for LANDSAT to observe the change in the field - perhaps a 
week at most. 
4. In tropical countries, the ability to grow more 
, 
than one crop per year makes crop classification by remote 
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sensing more difficult. This remark applies particularly to 
India. Nevertheless, there may be a chance to observe the 
plowing between crops. 
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APPENDIX D 
SAMPLING PROBLEMS IN REMo'n;' SENSING CROP SUlWEY APPLICATIONS 
'rhe LACIE Program's Sample Design 
Suppose that the sample consist of M area segments 
(e.g., 5 x 6 mile rectangular areas, as in LACIE) selected 
according to a stratified sampling plan for the crop in question. 
Each segment contains N pixels of which a fraction, f c ' are 
cloud covered. Because the supervised classification procedure 
uses previously designated training fields with each segment, 
it is necessary to obtain a certain minimum level of cloud-
free pixels. Segments which have too large a value of f will c 
be rejected (approximately f > .20). c Wheat acreage is esti-
mated -by a weighted sum of the Hwheat" pixels in the segments 
which pass the cloud cover test. 
M 
ltV = a L: O. w . L: A,. z.. I ( L: A.. IN) 
. -1 l l. .1 lJ J.J. .. lJ l- J- J=l 
where: a = area of 1 pixel 
;;, 1 l' f l' th .. u. = segment lS reJected because of too much cloud 
l 
o . 
l 
cover 
.th o if l segment is accepted. 
A .. = 1 if pixel (i,j) is cloud free, lJ 
o otherwise 
wi= sampling weight for ith segment as determined bysamp-
ling plan 
0·-1 
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Zij= area fraction assigned to wheat in pixel (i,j) - from 
classification (lor 0 perhaps?) 
Revn:-i ting, 
where 
m 
W = a >: 
k=l 
/(l-f " ) 
c,lk 
m < M, nk < Nand {lk}k=l represents those segments 
for which f "< f 
c,lk- 0 
n 
and {J" } k represents those pixels 1 =1 k 
" 1 (i) th 1n tIe k segment 
which are cloud-free. 
There are two problems with this. (1) The subset of the 
weights in the acceptable (cloud-free) segments does not pro-
vide the correct normalization, and (2) The number of segments 
(m) and the number of cloud-free pixels in each segment (nk ) 
are random variables. 
Problem (1) could be attached by ~rtificially forcing the 
weights to reflect the actual segment selection process. How-
ever, this throws the burden ont.o problem (2), as the correct-
m 
ed weights will now depend on m and {nk}k=l· 
with regard to LACIE, the problem is further com-
plicated by the Group III procedures: for counties which are 
not represented in the reduced (acceptably cloud-free) sample 
of segments at all, ratio estimates are concocted using last 
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year's census figures. While this may be a desirable step for 
regional or district reporting purposes, it adds no useful in-
formation to th~ national acreage estimate and creates further 
problems for statistical analysis of the properties of the 
estimator. The national acieage estimate should be handled in 
a way that uses the current acreage information from remotely 
sensed data after cloud cover screening optimally. .This pur-
pose is not served by adding in agricultural surveyor census 
data in an ad hoc· manner to compensate for missing segments. 
Cloud Cover and its Effect on Crop Acreage Estimates 
~ 
Cloud cover has two effects on the statistical pro-
perties of remote sensing estimates of ,crop acreage: ( 1) it 
reduces the available sample at anyone time thus causing an. 
inqrease in variance of the estimate; (2) it may introduce bias 
into the estimate if cloudiness is correlated with presence or 
absence of the crop and no adjustment in sample design or E.:sLi-
mation procedure is made. At the segment level it is unlikely 
that the cloud cover distribution is anything but random, and 
LACIE procedures notably imply this assumption. However, at 
the district or regional level~ it is quite likely that cloud 
cover distributions will exhibit marked patterns of spatial 
correlation which leads to the possibility of bias errors in 
estimating crop acreage. For example, if segments in the state 
of N. Dakota are frequently covered with clouds or free of 
clouds ~~multaneously (if you lose one, you lose them all) , 
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then any peculiarities of wheat culture in that part of the 
country will be misrepresented in the sample. Although, perhaps, 
nothing can be done about the missing remote-sensed data per 
se, -I: the estimation procedure should be compensated for the 
effect. One way to do this would be to design the sample -
select the segments - with cloud cover as well as wheat culture 
in mind. 
Probability 
of Cloud 
Cover > C 
o 
o f 
c 
Month = m 
Region = R 
.--•. ----. 
C = Cloud Cover 
Area Fraction 
Figure D_.l Cloud Cover Statis±ics by We~ther Region 
by Month 
Suggested Methodology: Obtain cloud cover statistics by weather 
region by month (see Fig. 1). Determine theoretically a thres-
hold fraction (cloud cover area) f for acceptance of a segment. 
c 
* Consideration could b~ given to the use of aitcraft 
to fill in gaps in the sample. 
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This fraction should be as large as possible consistent with the 
classification procedures. Then stratify the sampling design 
according to cloud cover in the same way that it would be stra-
tified for wheat growing. These stratifications can be done 
either in series or in parallel. For instance, the sampling may 
be done in two stages. First the total list of all segments in 
the country must be stratified accqrding to the wheat-growing 
practices. Then select Nl segments from the wheat-growing 
strata with probability proportional to size (amount of wheat 
growing in the stra·tum historically). If n. is the sample size 
J 
. 1 . th t h 9, h . tl ,\-.. f ln t 1e J stra -urn, t en Nl =).; n., were s 1S 1e nUTILJ..Jer 0 
. j-l J 
wheat-growing strata. These Nl segments must then be stratified 
again by cloud cover probabilities,i.e., the new strata are 
homogeneous weather regions. From each cloud cover stratum, 
select some number of segments (p.p.s.)* and form a subsample 
of size N2 < Nl . Obviously to obtain N2 =640, it m~~ b~ 
necessary to use considerably larger first-stage sample size, 
th 
sample size in the k cloud stratum then NI · If mk is the 
t 
N" = ~ mk , where .t. k=l 
t is the number of cloud strata. 
The approach outlined above is frequently employed in 
large surveys. It has the advantage of reducing bias in esti-
mat~On of the key attribute~, while maintaining sampling 
efficiency. 
* 
Probability proportional to size. 
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Effect of Spatial Correlations Between Neighboring 
Segments on Sample Design 
The estimates of wheat acreage are not directly af-
fected by spatial correlations between segments (as already men-
tioned they may be indirectly biased through cloud cover effects); 
but the confidence intervals are affected as the following 
analysis shows. 
M 
Let Xi = observed no. of "wheat" pixels in ith 
segment; and 1-1.. = true no. of "wheat," pixels in 
1 
.th 
1 segment. 
Let X = ~ W
J
., Xl' be the wheat acreage estimate where Wl. are i=l 
sampling weights. 
variables, 
then var (X) = 
If the X. are independent binomial random 
1 
M 2 M w~ :2 1-1 W2 M' L: W. var (X. ) = L: o. = L: N (~) 
i=l 1 1 i=l 1 1 i=l 1 N 
H' 1 M 2 (1 - ~) = 1: WI M. (N - M. ) • N N i=l 1 1 
Now suppose that the Xi are dependent, in a specific pattern 
indicated by the subscript differences as follows: 
H 
Then var (X) = L: 
i=l 
where 2 0 1 
(X. - M.)] = 
J J 
w2 2 
M 
CJ l + L: o. 1 1 j=2 ]-
o. 
O. 
1 
0 
] P 
if i = j 
O. P 'f ] 1. i - j = 1 
i:E i - j > 1 
\1\1. 1 W. ]- ] 
is the same as before. 
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Figure D.2 Numbered Segments in a Wheat "Belt" 
The last term is non-negative if p > 0,* so that the pattern of 
spatial correlations has caused that much increase in variance 
of the wheat acreage estimator. 
Had this particular spatial correlation pattern been 
known in advance, even if the size of p were unknown, one could 
have placed a constraint on the sampling plan*: do no select 
S C'f S' 1 t d . 1 or >'J 1 1 - . 1S se ec -e . 1- 1,- 1 For the same size sample this 
constraint would have increased efficiency (narrower confidence 
limits) because it vwuld have eliminated the ·term with p in it by 
causing W.-l W. ; 0 for all j = 1, ... M. The conclusion is tbat 
J J 
a study of the spatial correlations would generally improve the 
sampling efficiency. 
* The occurrence of p < 0 for spatial phenomena of this 
type is not plausible: it would involve the implication 
that wheat acreage is lower in the "neighboring" segment 
if it is higher in this segment. However for widely se-
parated segments this could occur for economic reasons. 
r£he full treiJ:tment of this subj ect would require ,that 
advantage be taken of the entire correlation matrix, 
if known. 
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